











Since there have been more than fifty papers on meson pho­
toproduction contributed to this conference, there is no chance to give a detailed 
discussion of every experiment . I am therefore going to t ry to give a summary of 
the essential new results . Moreover I restr ict myself to meson photoproduction 
experiments above the s-channel resonance region and will regretfully give only 
a tabula ted summary of the very nice work in the region of the resonances. 
I f one examines the various photoproduction processes one realises immedia­
te ly , tha t there is a large s imi la r i ty obvious between photoproduction of pseudo-






at one side and nhotonroduction of vector 
mesons ( / = 1 — ; p°, co, <D) and elas t ic hadronic react ions, which show a domi­
nant diffractive behaviour. This can be understood assuming, tha t the photons 
behave hadron l ike . The formulation of this assumption is contained in the vec­
tor dominance model (VDM), where the photon is supposed to be a superposi­
t ion of the known vector mesons p°, co and <D, which carry the same quantum num­
bers Jp = 1~ as the photon. Wi th in this idea, the photoproduction reactions 
have appeared to be a very sui table addit ional tool to s tudy hadron dynamics . 
My ta lk will be divided into two parts: 
1) pseudoscalar photoproduction and 
2) vector meson photoproduction and related topics as to ta l photon cross 
sections and Compton scat ter ing. 
1. Pseudoscalar Meson Photoproduction 
1.1. NEUTRAL 7i AND TJ PHOTOPRODUCTION 
The previous data on n° photoproduction of Rich te r ' s group 
at SLAG [1 ] for photon energies k — 6, 9, 12 and 15 GeV have been extended 
down to momentum transfers squared \t\ of 0.1 GeV2 using a low temperature 
Fig. 2. The data are from réf. [2k 
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Fig. 1. The curves are obtained from 
a Regge-cut fit of ref. [ 4 ] . 
hydrogen gas ta rge t ( 2 ) . The process was identified by observing the recoil proton 
in the SLAG 1.6 GeVIc spectrometer. The data are shown in fig. 1. After a fall 
off from | * | = 0.1 to 0 .4 GeV2 the distributions show a dip around | *| = 0 .5 GeV2, 
which does not change much with increasing energy. These differences from réf. 1 
are mainly due to Compton corrections, for which only estimates were available 
previously. 
The s dependence (s square of total centre-of-mass energy) of the data 
at fixed momentum transfer can be expressed in terms of an effective aeu (£), by 
fitt ing the cross section to the form 
The values of a eft (t) obtained are shown in fig. 2, yielding a e ff (t) — 0 .18 -J-
+ 0 .26 • t. For small values of | £|, aeu (t) is different from zero, thus giving no 
evidence for the presence of fixed poles in the production amplitudes. New mea-
surements of the differential cross section of TJ photoproduction have been contri-
buted to this conference by the Ritson group at SLAC [3] and our Bonn group 
at D E S Y [ 4 ] . Prel iminary re-
sults of both experiments have 
been reported at the Daresbury 
Conference [51. From the SLAG 
group there are now data avai-
lable in the momentum transfer 
range from 0.3 to 1.4 GeV2 at 
incident photon energies around 
6 GeV and 9 GeV. The process 
was observed by detecting the 
recoil proton in the SLAG 
1.6 GeV/c spectrometer. This me-
thod l imits the smallest 11 | value 
to 0.3 GeV2. In the Bonn expe-
riment the process was identified 
by detecting the r\ meson through 
its two photon decay (B — 
Fig. 3. The curves are obtained 
fit of ref. [41. 
from a Regge-cut 
arrangement of 14 total absor-
bing lead glass Cerenkov-coun-
ters. This method allowed us to 
measure the r] photoproduction 
in the momentum transfer range 
from zero to 1.4 GeV2 at 13 dif-
ferent |£ |—values simulta-
neously. The experiment was car-
ried out at mean photon energies 
of 4 and 6 GeV. 
The data of both experiments 
are shown in fig. 3. The Bonn 
data show a slight maximum 
around | t\ = 0 .15 GeV2, a dec-
rease towards the forward direc-
tion and again an increase in the 
extreme forward direction. This 
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in an 
Fig. 4. The data are from refs. [2, 16, 3] and [ 4 ] . The solid lines are Regge-cut fits of 
ref. [4 ] , 
increase* which is due to the Primakoff-effect, becomes more pronounced at 6 GeV, 
accounting for about 3 0 % ( P r ^ w = 1 keV [6, 7 ] ) of the measured cross sec­
tion at 8^ ~ 0 ° . After the slight maximum at | t\ = 0 ,15 GeV2 both data sets , 
which agree remarkable , show a completely smooth fall off out to 1.4 GeV2, sho­
wing no indicat ion of a dip arount | t\ — 0 .5 GeV2 in contrast to neutral n photo-
production. The s dependence at small 
t requires as in the case of "the n° an 
effective a e f f (0) around 0 .2 . 
Various versions of strong absorp­
tion Regge-cut models are able to 
describe the n° and ri photoproduction 
data. One category of these models 
[ 8 — 1 2 ] (for older references see ref. 5) 
explain the dip in n° photôproduction 
by wrong signature nonsense factors 
contained in the he l ic i ty amplitudes, 
while in the case of r\ photoproduc­
tion this zero is filled up by a large 
cut contr ibut ion. The amplitudes of 
the second category of these models 
[ 1 3 — 1 5 ] do not vanish at these non­
sense points and the dip in the case 
of the ox0 is obtained by a destructive 
interference of Regge-pole and cut 
contr ibut ions. At the moment the 
Fig. 5. The data are from refs. [18, 19] and 
[20] . The solid ( J T ~ p n°n) and dashed 
(n~~p v\n) lines are Regge-cut model fits. 
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experiments including data on neutrons and with polarized photons [ 5 ] do not 
favour one of the two categories. 
Besides these Regge-cut models other peripheral models 117] have been pro-
posed, which are able to explain the cross sections and the accurence or nonaccu-
rence of dips. 
The curves shown in fig. 1 and 3 show a fi t , which we have applied to the 
data of refs. [2, 16 , 3 ] and [ 4 ] , using a modified version of the simple model, ori-
g inal ly proposed by A. Capella and J . Tran Thanh Van [ 8 ] . The amplitudes con-
tain reggeized p and co exchange and the corresponding Pomeranchuk cuts and 
in addition B (1235 MeV, Jp = 1 + ) exchange. The fits reproduce the at0 data 
well down to 4 GeV and the r\ data, fill ing the dip by a large cut contr ibut ion. 
Independent of any special model, which will be able to describe the data, 
the comparison of the two photoproduction reactions y + p —>- n° + p and y + 
+ p T] + p and the two charge exchange reactions jt— + p -^n° + n [18 , 1 9 ] 
and n~~ + p y] + n [20 ] in fig. 4 and 5 establishes the close s imi la r i ty bet-
ween photoproduction processes of pseudoscalar mesons and inelas t ic hadronic 
processes. 
1.2. CHARGED PION PHOTOPRODUCTION 
V i a the vector dominance model (VDM) the photoproduction 
of charged pions is closely related to the reactions n~~ + p —>~ V° + n by t ime 
reversal and iso invar iance, where V° stands for the known vector-mesons p°, 
co and <D. Neglecting the smal l o contr ibut ion, the sum of photoproduction cross 
section on protons and neutrons has the advantage, tha t the interference term 
between the p° and co contr ibutions cancels [ 5 ] . W e obtain then the V D M rela-
tion: 
Here y^/4 and y^/^n are the p-photon and co-photon coupling constants . 
Xlx and are the density mat r ix elements in the he l i c i ty frame and £ is the 
polarization of the photon ( | = + 1 transverse, g = —1 paral lel to production 
plane) . Neglecting also the o) contr ibut ion in equ. (2) (only a few per cent effect) , 
the photoproduction cross sections can be compared with the process 3 X ~ + p 
p° + n. 
The reaction J X ~ + p —>~ JX + JT~" n in the region of the p meson has been mea-
sured at SLAG (21) with a wire spark chamber spectrometer using a 15 GeV/c pion 
beam. The dipion decay angular distributions have been fitted in terms of S and 
P waves obtaining and the density mat r ix elements in the he l ic i ty frame. 
From the analysis i t turned out, tha t the density ma t r ix elements connected with 
the jS-wave do not vanish, so tha t the dipion system may not be described b y 
a pure P wave ( i . e. pure p°). This experiment determines only XX1 + -^-Xss, 
having no sat isfactory possibi l i ty to measure each quant i ty separately. However 
there must be a number of Schwartz inequal i t ies be satisfied, which allow the 
determination of an upper l imi t of Xn. 
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and In fig. 6 a comparison of the upper l imi ts on 2 • Xu • 
the photoproduction data of charged pions [22] according to equ. (2) (neglecting 
the (Ù contr ibution) using y^/An = 0 .52 is shown. The photoproduction data are 
Fig. 7. A value of Vp/4jt = 0.52 was used. 
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Fig. 6. upper limit for 
prediction from 
diction of Cho — Sakurai. The photôproduction data are 
These data have been scaled byà the where R 
factor i 
roughly 5 0 % higher at smal l momentum transfers, while at larger | t\ values the 
agreement gets bet ter . The V D M prediction of the Gho — Sakurai model [23] agrees 
well with the photoproduction data at small | t\ values. 
I t has been pointed out by several authors that the VDM prediction for pho­
toproduction with polarized photons perpendicular to the production plane 
is independent of certain ambiguities of the choice of the reference frame. F ig . 7 
shows the photoproduction data [5] (open circles) and the upper l imits on 
The photoproduction data are higher by a 
factor 2 to 3 , where a precise knowledge of the S wave contribution would make 
this disagreement stronger. 
Since the new 15 GeV data agree with those of ref. 24 at 4 GeV, the 
scaling seems not to be the source oi the discrepancy, furthermore i t has been 
suggested [25] that higher part ial waves are needed to fit the decay angular dis­
tr ibut ions. From this experiment there is no compelling evidence for including 
D waves or even higher part ial waves in the fits. So we can conclude, that the 
discrepancies in V D M relations concerning pseudoscalar meson photoproduction 
are s t i l l present. 
At SLAG the first photoproduction experiment using a polarized proton tar­
g e t has been carried out [ 2 6 ] . The reaction y + p n+ + n was measured at 
mean incident photon energies of 5 and 16 GeV in the momentum transfer range . 
0 .02 < I t \ << 1 GeV2 with the polarization of the target proton pointing in the 
direction + n (up) and — n (down) where n is the normal to the production plane. 
The target was a butanol target with a typical polarization of 2 0 % . The process 
was observed by detecting the JC" 1" mesons in the SLAC 20 GeVIc spectrometer. 
The data on the asymmetry are shown in fig. 8. In addition to the indicated 
s ta t is t ical errors, there is to be annlied to all the data a svstematic error of 1 2 % . 
The main feature of the data is 
a large negative asymmetry at 
both energies out to the largest 
momentum transfers. Espec ia l ly 
at 5 GeV the t distribution is 
quite structureless for 
The asymmetry A (t) can be 
expressed in terms of s-channel 
he l ic i ty amplitudes in the follo­
wing way 
where the denominator is s imply 
doldt* h+ and fe— are the s channel 
he l ic i ty non flip andcp + and cp_ are 
s channel helici ty flip amplitudes. 
Fig. 8. Asymmetry A in yp n^n with a polarized 
target from ref. [26] . Errors shown are statistically 
only. 
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In the high energy l imi t the am-
plitudes with the index + obtain only 
contributions from natural par i ty t 
channel exchange, while the amplitu-
des with the index — obtain only 
contr ibutions from unnatural par i ty t 
channel exchange. From equ. 4 i t is 
evident, tha t an asymmetry A (t) dif-
ferent from zero can only be obtained 
by an interference of at least two am-
plitudes of the same natura l i ty , which 
are out of phase. From experiments 
with polarized photons [5 ] we know, 
tha t the unnatural par i ty contribu-
tions are small- Thus in order to 
reproduce the observed large asym-
metry , a model must have appreciable 
h+ and cp+ amplitudes with different 
phases. 
Various theoret ical models based 
on Regge poles with absorption cuts 
(as mentioned in ref. 5 and section 
1.1) , e lect r ic Born approximation with 
and without absorption and phenome-
nological fixed poles have been ap-
plied to the differential cross section 
data and the data with polarized pho-
tons. These models are in principle also able to explain the asymmetry data 
(the p and A2 exchange and the p, A% and n cuts contr ibute to natural par i ty 
amplitudes [5 J. At the moment there exis t only predictions based on an absor-
pt ive Regge cut model by Jackson and Quigg [ 2 7 ] . This and the other models 
mentioned are quite flexible, so tha t they are able to reproduce a wide range of 
asymmetries. The hope is , that the ambigui ty inherent in these models can be 
reduced by these and future asymmetry data. 
From Cornell new data on posit ive pion photoproduction in the backward 
direction have been contributed to this conference [ 2 8 ] . T h e y have measured the 
reaction y + p n + + n for incident gamma ray energies from 0.7 to 8 GeV and 
n
+
 c . m. angles from roughly 177° to 1 8 0 ° . This extreme backward direction was 
not covered by previous experiments at C E A [29] and SLAG [ 3 0 ] . The posi t ive 
pions were momentum analyzed using a magnet ic spectrometer and detected with 
sc in t i l la t ion counters and wire spark chambers. F ig . 9 shows the c . m. angular 
distr ibutions at 2 .8 and 5 .0 GeV from this experiment together with the C E A 
(ref. [29]) and SLAG (ref. 30) data . From the SLAG data [30 ] there was already 
some evidence, tha t the cross section dips in the extreme backward direct ion. 
This is n ice ly confirmed by the new Cornell data. The solid curves are the Regge 
pole predictions of Barger and Wei le r [ 3 1 ] , involving Na, Ny and t ra jector ies . 
The 5 GeV data , both from Cornell and SLAC are well reproduced, while the fit 
at 2 .8 GeV is not good, when the Cornell data are included. 
1.3. sïA-PHOTOPRODUCTION 
Previous photoproduction experiments have studied the 
reactions y + p TC~~ + A++ using bubble chambers [32, 33 J and the SLAG-
spectrometer [ 3 4 ] . F o r photon energies k above 2 GeV the differential cross section 
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Fig. 9. 
shows an energy dependence close to 1/k2 in common with various other 
etc 
pseudoscalar photoproduction processes. Such an energy dependence would be 
expected, i f the process is dominated by one pion exchange ( O P E ) , but O P E leads 
to zero cross section in the forward direction, in contrast to the exper iment [ 3 4 ] . 
These difficulties are overcome by a gauge invariant extension ( G Ï O P E ) of the 
O P E model proposed by St iche l and Scholz [ 3 5 ] . 
To provide a further check of this model, the reaction yp j r ~ A + + has been 
measured at SLAC [ 3 6 ] , exposing the 82 " bubble-chamber to a l inear ly polari-
zed photon beam of 2 .8 and 4.7 GeV. This photon beam is obtained b y backscat-
tering ruby laser l ight from the 20 GeV electron beam. The 180° scattered photons 
have mul t i -GeF energies and are fairly monoenergetic. B y col l imat ing both the 
electron and the backscattered photon beam to less than 10~~5 radians the width 
at half maximum of the photon energy spectrum is ± 2 . 6 % and ± 3 . 3 % at 2 . 8 
and 4.7 GeV, respectively. Furthermore the high energetic photons mainta in the 
polarization of the incident vis ible l ight , resulting in a 9 4 % resp. 9 2 % l inear 
polarization for the two energies mentioned. (For more details of this technique 
see ref. [37] . ) 
The A + + pn+ angular distr ibutions have been analyzed in terms of the 
A spin density mat r ix element in the Gottfried — Jackson frame. For pure Jt 
exchange the density mat r ix element X Î i is equal to — 0.5 and all other mat r ix 
elements are 0 . This would lead to a polarization asymmetry 
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1.4. PSEUDOSCALAR MESON PHOTOPRODUCTION 
IN THE RESONANCE REGION 
The photoproduction work in the resonance region below 
2 GeV submit ted to this conference is summarized in table 1. For a complete co­
verage of the recent photoproduction data the reviews of G. v. Hol tey [38] 
(First resonance region) and H. Fischer [39] (Intermediate energy region) are 
highly recommended. The strong interest in this energy region where the pro­
duction mechanism is dominated by a channel resonances, has main ly two rea­
sons: 
1) comparison with detailed theories (dispersion relat ions, current algebra) 
is possible and 
2) in the frame work of F . E . S. R . most accurate data in this region are de­
sirable to predict the high energy behaviour. 
F ig . 11 may serve to demonstrate, what degree of precision has been reached 
in the first resonance region. 
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where 2 is defined as 
Pv is the degree of l inear polarization and W (cp) is the decay angular distr ibution 
integrated over 0 and (p. cp is the angle between the electr ic vector 8 of the photon 
and the production plane. A related quant i ty is the par i ty asymmetry PG, defined 
in terms of the cross sections for natural and unnatural par i ty exchange in the t 
channel, o+ and <r~: 
At high energies the n contributes only to or-, so that Pa = —1 for pure n exchan­
ge. General ly, the following expression for PG holds in the high energy l imi t : 
The top graph of fig. 10 shows the differential cross section ~ - for : r t™A + + 
production together with the data of ref. (34) at 5 GeV, which are s l ight ly higher. 
(Using the same parametrizat ion for T (M) of the A as in ref. (34) the authors 
find values of 2 0 % larger than the quoted ones.) The lower graph shows the 
par i ty asymmetry P 0 . In the momentum transfer range 
PG is quite different from — 1 . Averaging the values on PG for 
leads to for 2 .8 GeV and for 
This indicates the presence of other production mechanism besides n exchange. 
The solid lines in fig. 10 are predictions of the gauge invariant O P E model with 
For comparison the dashed the absorption parameter < 
lines give the predictions for the cross section data are 
rather well reproduced, but at larger | t\ too much A 1 1 is predicted. I h e par i ty 
asymmetry parameter PG is reproduced fairly well only for | t\ < 0.1 GeV2. 
Fig. 11. Solid line: polynomial fit to all experimental 
points (ref. [49] ) . 
T a b l e 1 
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2. Vector-Meson Photoproduetion 
2.1 . pO-PHOTOPRODUCTION ON HYDROGEN 
Considerable data on p°-meson photoproduetion has appea­
red during the two last years, which has been summarized in the review ta lk of 
Prof. S i lverman [53] at the Liverpool photon and electron conference in 1 9 6 9 . 
More recent summaries can be found in the proceeding of the «Daresbury S tudy 
Weekend in Vector Meson Photoproduetion (June 1970)» [54a] and in a lecture 
of Prof. D . W . G. S . Le i th given at the Scott ish Universit ies Summer School 
( J u l y 1970) [ 5 4 b ] . 
To the K i e v conference the results of two new experiments from Cornell 
[55] and from the D E S Y — M I T group [56] have been contr ibuted. In both ex­
periments only the n+n~ pairs are detected in a double arm spectrometer, while 
the recoil proton is not observed. 
This way there are no additional kinematical constraints left, to separate 
inelas t ica l ly produced jx + n™ pairs from elas t ica l ly produced ones. This fact and 
the unknown form of a nonresonant background together with the lack of a theory 
for wide resonances make the analysis of the reaction 
in terms of p production complicated. The D E S Y — M I T group has analysed 
their data by f i t t ing the experimental data, given as nn cross sections 
(m mass of nn sys tem), to the following equations: 
where 
takes into account the decrease of the cross section with energy. BG (p, m) is a 
polynomial background function in p and m, responsible for part of the nonre­
sonant and the inelas t ic nn production. For the p shape R (m) different hypothe­
ses have been made: 
1) R e l a t i v i s t i c P-wave J a c k s o n form [57] with Ross — Stodolsky- te rm [ 5 8 ] . 
2) No Ross — Stodolsky- term but instead an interference term [59] 
3) B o t h Ross — Stodolsky factor and / (m). 
The values of obtained from the three fits are shown in fier. 12. 
dt t=0 & 
W i t h i n the errors which include uncer ta in t ies due to background subt rac t ion 
the cross sect ions obta ined from the three hypotheses agree with each other . 
I n th is paper [56 ] also the energy dependence of ^ ^ was s tudied. For the 
three hypotheses for the p shape the authors found 
* This function represents an interference of the p° amplitude with part of the backgro­




which are shown in fig. 12 . Th i s energy dependence of the photoproduct ion 
cross sect ion can be compared wi th tha t of e las t ic TC+ p and n~p sca t t e r ing v ia 
the V D M and a broken SU (3) quark model [ 6 0 ] by (assuming p° dominance) 
where j3 p . p+ and |3_ are the ra t ios of the rea l to imag ina ry parts of the pp, 
u
+p and u—p e las t i c ampl i tudes , respec t ive ly . In the same energy region from 
3 to 7 GeV the u"^p cross sect ion is found to be (61) (see fig. 12) 
showing the close s imi l a r i t y between the p photoproduct ion data and the u*p 
data via equ. ( 1 5 ) . In fact the SLAC group F [ 1 ] obta ined a good fit to the i r 
photoproduct ion data b y inser t ing up sca t te r ing da ta as a f ixed parameter . 
Expressed in th i s form, the SLAG data has the energy dependence 
F rom these two exper iments one can conclude, t ha t between 3 and 18 GeV there 
is a strong s imi l a r i t y between forward p photoproduct ion and e las t ic up sca t ­
ter ing. Fur thermore the V D M and the quark model (equ. 15) seem to give a good 
descript ion. 
I n the Cornell exper iment [55 ] the dipion mass d is t r ibut ion is analyzed 
in terms of a r e l a t iv i s t i c P-wave J a c k s o n form [57 ] and a Dre l l type non-
resonant J tJ i -background including the interference term [ 5 9 ] between both 
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production mechanisms. No orbi t rary background function is included. The 
energy dependence of ^
 Q is accounted for by a factor ^1 ~j • ^ h e 
data on 4rr- are shown in fig. 13 together with the D E S Y — M I T data 
dt \t=0 
and other recent data . Around 4 GeV the Cornell data seem to be somewhat 
higher. The authors emphasize, tha t these data represent measurements ma in ly 
at the peak of the p° mass shape. S ince detailed mass spectra have not been 
measured at large t, i t is possible tha t the ^-dependence of the Drel l type 
ampli tude and interference term may affect these results (see below). I have 
also included a new point at 9 GeV, which was contr ibuted b y the SLAG group 
B + C [ 6 2 ] . I n the analysis a Drel l — Sôding type background was used. 
Three exper iments at S L A G [64] (further quoted as S B T - c o l l a b o r a t i o n ) , 
D E S Y [65] and Cornell [66] have been carried out using a l inear ly polarized 
photon beam to produce p° mesons. Th i s techniques allows one in a very e legant 
way to s tudy the production mechanism in deta i l . Before I come to this point , 
I l ike to discuss first the results on - ^ - ( £ ) of the S B T exper iment [ 6 4 ] . 
The process yp n+n~~p was studied in the SLAG 82-inch H B G using 
a l inear ly polarized photon beam of 2 . 8 and 4.7 GeV (see sect ion 1 .3) . S ince 
in the H B G the recoi l proton can also be detected, e l a s t i ca l ly produced n+n~~ 
pairs can be se lec ted . Also in th is exper iments several assumptions about the p 
shape have been tested: 
1) A re l a t iv i s t i c P-wave J a c k s o n form mul t ip l ied by a modified Ross — 
/ m \n (t) 
Stodolsky [58 ] factor Î-^-1 . Maximum likel ihood fits have been made for 
each event al lowing for p° and A + + (1236) production and a phase space term 
and f i t t ing these contr ibut ions together with the parameter n (t). T h e fits des-
cribe the n+zi— mass spectra well and the values [64] for n (t) are shown in fig. 14.* 
In contrast to the predict ion of Ross — Stodolsky [ 5 8 ] , namely n (t = 0) = 4 , 
the parameter is ~ 5 near t = 0 and drops to zero around t = 0 .5 GeV2. Howe-
ver i t should be ment ioned, tha t in evaluat ing the cross section this 
has l i t t l e influence in comparison with put t ing n (t = 0) = 4 . 
Fig. 13. 
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2) F rom an analys is of the p 
angular decay dis t r ibut ions the 
contr ibut ion of the s-channel c m . 
he l i c i ty — conserving P-wave njt-
cont r ibu t ion (3t (t)) could be de­
termined. I t is remarkable , t ha t 
in the p mass region this cont r i ­
bution accounts for a lmost al l 
the J in-events and shows the same 
skewing on the exper imenta l mass 
dis t r ibut ion. 
3) S ince the moment y | shows a d is t inc t ive interference pattern in the p 
region, which can be interpreted as an interference between the p° and nonre­
sonant j x + n ~ pairs (Drel l - type product ion) , a further comparison of the data 
was made with the Sôding model [ 5 9 ] . The results are shown in t ab le 2 [67 ] 
and fig. 15 [64]. 
W i t h i n the errors the first three assumptions lead to the same results . The 
cross sect ions obtained with the Sôding model are considerably lower; al though 
th is hypothesis fits the data wel l . A comparison of a l l recent data on is 
Fig. 15. yp -> p°/>- A — P-wave intensity; O — with (Mfi/Mm)n{t); 
# — Sôding model. 
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T a b l e 3 
T a b l e 2 
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t dependence of the p cross sect ion to the form —^- = AeBi, the 
slope parameter B is around 8 GeV for a l l experiments and energies of 
~ 5 GeV besides the S B T — H B G point (analyzed with the Sôding model) , which 
gives B = 5.5 ± 0.3 GeV2. Some values for B are summarized in fig. 16, 
V i a the V D M and the optical theorem the forward p° photoproduetion cross 
section can be related to the to ta l y — p hadronic cross section G (yp) and the 
to ta l p — N cross section a (pN). This wil l be discussed in section 2 . 9 . 
given in fig. 13 and table 3 . 
All data agree within quite 
a broad band, which has a 
width of the order of ± 1 0 % , 
besides the SLAG data 
[64] analyzed with the 
Sôding model. These two 
cross sections at 2 .8 and 
4.7 GeV are about 
55 lib/GeV2 lower than the 
other exper iments . The au­
thors ment ion, tha t a cor­
rection for double counting 
effect would raise the cross 
section by more than 
10 ixb/GeV2. F i t t ing the 
2.2. PRODUCTION MECHANISM IN p° PHOTOPRODUCTION 
Comparing the energy dependence of forward photoproduced 
p° mesons with tha t of e las t ica l ly scattered J I * mesons on protons, we have found 
a close s imi la r i ty indicat ing, tha t forward p° photoproduetion proceeds also 
dominant ly by diffraction. To study this typica l feature of strong interact ion 
dynamics in more deta i l , the p° decay angular distr ibutions photoproduced 
by l inear ly polarized photons have been investigated at SLAG [64] ( S B T — 
col labora t ion) , D E S Y [65] and Cornell [ 6 6 ] . At D E S Y and Cornell the l inear ly 
polarized photon beam was produced on a diamand crys ta l . A spectrometer 
and spark chamber set up was used to identify the n+ and n— mesons as well 
as the recoil proton. At SLAC the Compton backscat tered l ight of a ruby laser 
(see sect ion 1.3) together with the 82" bubble chamber was used. 
The decay angular distr ibution can be expressed in terms of the p° density 
mat r ix elements . Sp l i t t ing these mat r ix elements according to the densi ty mat ­
r ix of the incoming l inear ly polarized photon, one obtains 
Here Pv is the degree of l inear polarizat ion of the photon and cp the angle bet­
ween the photon electr ic polarizat ion vector s and the production plane. E x ­
pressed in terms of b i l inear combinat ions of 5-ehannel he l i c i ty ampli tudes, the 
p° dens i ty ma t r ix elements are [68] 
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Assuming the h e l i c i t y to be conserved in the s-ehannel, the h e l i c i t y ampli tudes 
have the s imple s tructure 
This leads with the correct normal iza t ion to the densi ty ma t r i x e lements (using 
equ. (19)) 
with the cons tant a real ( — 0 , 5 <C a <C 0 ,5) and al l other elements (he l ic i ty flip 
cont r ibut ions) being equal to zero. 
The decay angular dis t r ibut ion of the p° meson W (cos 0, cp, O ) , where 0 
and cp are the polar and az imuthal angles of the it+ in the p° rest frame, takes 
then the s imple form 
where the angle oj? = cp — O is in the forward direction the angle between the 
photon polar izat ion 8 and the p° decay planes. 
The S L A G measurements [64] were carried out at photon energies of 2 .8 
and 4.7 GeV and fixed polar izat ion direct ion. F ig . 17 shows the dis t r ibut ions 
of the polar angle 0 and the angle i|) in the he l i c i ty system for events in the p° 
mass region with \ t\ <C 0 .4 GeV2, where t is the square of the four-momentum 
transfer between tne incoming and outgoing proton. The cos 0 dis t r ibut ions are 
proport ional to s i n 2 0 in agreement with equ. (22) , i . e., the p° mesons are pro­
duced with c . m. s. he l i c i t y 1-
Moreover the i|? d is t r ibut ions are 
proportional to cos 2 which cor­
responds to a = 0 .5 in equs. (22) 
and (21) showing tha t the p° is 
almost comple te ly l inear ly polari­
zed as the photon (Pv is close to 1, 
see section 1 .3) . 
F ig . 18 shows the densi ty mat­
r ix e lements XQO and X\—\ in the 
helicity system for U | < C 0 . 4 GeV2. 
o 
In the p° mass region Zoo is zero 
within the errors. Fur thermore 
al l other he l i c i t y flip contr ibut ions 
are also zero within the errors sho­
wing in agreement with equs. (21 ) , 
tha t the p° production mechanism 
conserves ^-channel c . m. s. heli­
c i t y . In the Gottfr ied — Jackson 
and Adair sys tem the densi ty mat­
r ix elements vary rapid ly with t. 
Thi s excludes ^-channel he l i c i ty 
conservat ion and the hypothesis 
of spin independence in the to ta l 
c . m. system for p° production. The 
densi ty mat r ices can be used for 
further inves t igat ions of the pro-
duction mechanism. For exa­
mple the contr ibut ions a+ 
and o~" from natural (r\p = 
= ( — 1 ) J ) and unnatural (K]P = 
— — ( — l ) J ) par i ty exchanges 
in the ^-channel can be ob­
tained from 
which to leading order in 
energy is given by 
P a = 2 X Î _ i — XÎo. (24) 
From fig. 18 we see, tha t in 
the p° mass region Xi__i is 
equal to 0 . 5 within the er­
rors (in agreement with the 
cos 2 oj) d is t r ibut ion, fig. 17) 
and P<j equal to 1, showing 
tha t p° production is com­
ple te ly dominated by natural 
par i ty exchange. Averaging Pa 
over the range | 11 < 1 GeV2 
the contr ibut ion from unna­
tural par i ty exchange is 
The D E S Y [65] and Cornell [66] experiments were done with spectrometers 
of l imi ted acceptance . The symmetr ic decay p° J I + J T — was observed for de-
cay planes near a direction « H normal (8 -- j t /2 , cp = JX /2) to the horizontal sym-
Fig. 19. Vp p°p; • — SLAC [64] , 111 < 1 GeV/c)*; # — D E S Y [65] , 111 < 0.4 (GeV/e)* 
A — Cornell [66] . 
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For a s-channel h e l i c i t y conserving production mechanism dominated b y natu­
ral par i ty exchange 2 should be close to + 1 . In fig. 19 the results of the 
three exper iments on 2 are summarized. The values s tay close to 1 down to 
1.6 GeV, showing no influence of s-channel resonances. Th i s is in agreement 
with ca lcu la t ions of Sch i ldknech t and Schrempp [ 6 9 ] , who predict a change 
of 2 smal ler than 5 % for A (1950) and smal ler than 2 % for A ( 2 4 2 0 ) , as long 
as they are coupled b y magne t ic mul t ipole t rans i t ions only , l ike the A (1236) 
resonance. 
I n summary p° photoproduct ion conserves h e l i c i t y in the s-channel c . m. 
system up to \i\ — 0 . 4 GeV2 and proceeds almost comple te ly through na tura l 
par i ty exchange-
2.3. p° PHOTOPRODUCTION ON COMPOSITE SYSTEMS 
2 . 3 J . pfl PHOTOPRODUCTION ON BEUTERIUM 
T h e inves t iga t ion of the react ion y + d p° + X° where 
X° is eather the deuteron nucleus (coherent production) or the unbound pn-
system (incoherent product ion) allows by comparison with the hydrogen data 
a test of the hypothesis , t ha t the production mechanism is diffract ive. Assu­
ming pure diffraction the ra t io for the t — 0 cross sect ions is predicted to be [53] 
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metry (production) p lane . The counting rates a H were obta ined when the 
l inear photon polar izat ion 8 was directed paral le l to TIN and a± for an or ienta­
t ion perpendicular to i t . The asymmet ry ra t io 2 Is then given 
Th i s ra t io is not 4 because of the Glauber correct ions . F ig . 20 shows the energy 
dependence of the ra t io i ? D H obta ined in the Gornell exper iment [ 5 5 ] . B e l o w 
6 GeV the r a t io is lower than the Glauber predict ion (s t raight l ine) while for 
energies above 6 GeV the data are consistent with the theory. The S L A G expe­
r iment [ 6 2 ] a t 9 GeV gives a 
ra t io of i ? D H = 3 .5 ± 0-3 con­
sis tent with theory and the 
Gornell data . 
The d iscrepancy of i ? D H from 
the predicted value below 6 GeV 
can be used to specula te about 
the presence of / = 1 isospin 
2-channel exchange in the nuc­
léon ampl i tudes [ 5 5 ] . 
The R i t s o n group at S L A G 
has contr ibuted a new exper i ­
ment on coherent p° production 
off deuterons [ 7 0 ] . T h e y have 
measured angular d is t r ibut ion 
of the react ion y + d p° + d at 6* 
12 and 18 GeV in the momentum 
transfer range \t\ from 0 .15 to 
1.4 GeV2. T h e recoi l deuteron was 
detected in the SLAG 1.6 GeV/c spec-
t rometer using a chopped beam t ime-
of-flight technique . This exper iment 
was planned at a t ime , where there 
was a lot of confusion in determining 
the t o t a l p-nueleon cross section a0jsf 
and the y — p coupling constant yQl^n 
from p° photoproduetion exper iments 
off complex nuclei (c . f . sect ion 2 . 3 . 2 ) 
Th i s new method avoids difficul-
t ies with nuclear size and real parts 
which beset the determinat ion of O 0 N 
and Yp /4n irom complex nucle i , l h e 
idea of this exper iment is, tha t at large | t \ > 0 .6 GeV2 the requirement tha t the 
deuteron remains bound causes the process to be dominated by a two step process. 
The p° is produced on one nucléon and scat ters on the other, giving approxi-
ma te ly equal recoi l to both nucléons. At smal l ^-values the process is domina-
ted by single sca t ter ing. S ince the deuteron has isospin 1 = 0 on ly the isovector 
part of the photon contr ibutes , which means p dominance in the framework 
of the V D M . F ig . 21 shows a raw sketch of the s i tua t ion . At smal l | t\ values 
the cross section is proport ional to o^N/y2 and has a steep fall-off with \t\ 
according ma in ly to the deuteron formfactor. At large | £ | > 0 . 6 GeV2 the cross 
section is dominated by the double scat ter ing cont r ibut ion , which is proportio-
nal to tfpjy/Yp and has a 11 \ dependence of approximate ly ekt. S ince the cross sec-
Fig. 22. The solid lines are obtained from Glauber theory calculations. 
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t ion depends different ly on O 9 N in these two regions of momentum transfer, 
a measurement over a wide range of | t j m a y determine G 9 N and hence yp^^t 
without being dependent of the problems involved in compex nucle i physics . 
F ig . 22 shows the resul ts . The different slopes in the s ingle sca t te r ing and double 
sca t te r ing region are n i ce ly seen. The 
T a b l e 4 curves show fi ts , which have been 
done for each energy separa te ly . I n 
these fits the deuteron data were 
used only in the double sca t te r ing 
region from | t\ = 0 .7 GeV2 to 1.4 GeV2. 
At t = 0 the proton data from ref. 
(1) were used. Th i s avoids the use 
of the deuteron data at smal l t-
values which have s t i l l r e l a t i ve ly lar­
ge uncer ta in t ies , as well as the data 
between \t\ = 0 .3 GeV2 and 0 .6 GeV2 where interference terms and deuteron 
instate cont r ibut ions are impor tan t . The fits describes the data very well 
in the whole momentum transfer range covered. The results on G 9 N and yp^in 
are given in t ab l e 4 together with the t = 0 proton data of réf. ( 1 ) . A discus­
sion is conta ined in the nex t sec t ion. 
2.3.2. po PHOTO PRODUCTION ON COMPLEX NUCLEI 
In an opt ica l model approach, following the theory of K o e l -
big and Margol is [ 7 1 ] the coherent diffractive ampl i tude for vector meson pho­
toproduct ion off a nucleus can de wri t ten as 
Th i s form re la tes the production ampl i tude fc on a nucleus to the spin and 
isospin independent part ( i . e. diffraction) of the forward photoproduction amp­
l i tude f0 on a s ingle nucléon. T h e integral over the impac t parameter b for a 
nucleus with dens i ty p takes in to account the reabsorpt ion of the produced vec­
tor mesons with a t o t a l cross sect ion G V N . The quan t i ty py is the ra t io of the 
real to the imaginary part of the forward vector-meson nucléon sca t te r ing 
ampl i tude . At the moment the largest amount of informat ion ex is t s for the p° 
meson. Measuring the A (nuclear mass) and t dependence of the coherent p° 
photoproduction cross sec t ion , an a n a l y s i s . i n terms of equ. (27) allows to 
determine the to t a l p-nucleon cross section GPN and the radius of the nucleus, 
provided a cer ta in model for the nuclear densi ty d is t r ibut ion has been adopted. 
Fur thermore the quan t i t y |3 P must be known. F rom the V D M assuming p do­
minance and the op t ica l theorem one has then 
from which the y — p coupling constant yp^n can be determined. Be tween 1967 
and 1969 three exper iments on p° photoproduction on complex nuclei were per­
formed at D E S Y [ 7 2 ] , Gornell [73] and SLAG [ 7 4 ] . The results were la rge ly 
inconsis tent essen t ia l ly because the procedure adopted by the groups to analyse 
the data were different and the fundamental role of (3P was not recognized. 
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This s i tua t ion has improved cons iderably in the las t year . Three new «se­
cond génération» exper iments from D E S Y [ 7 5 ] , Cornell [55] and from the R o ­
chester group [76] working at Cornell have been cont r ibuted to th is conference. 
Fur thermore the S L A C data [74 ] have been reanalyzed [ 7 7 ] . T h e D E S Y — M I T 
group and the Cornell group used a two arm spect rometer to detect the JT + JT~~ 
pairs . T h e Roches te r and S L A C groups used a spark chamber set up, where 
the decay angular acceptance in the S L A C exper iment was large enough to ve­
rify, tha t the p° mesons are indeed t ransverse ley polarized. 
In al l exper iments the coherent p° photoproduetion cross sect ion is now ana­
lyzed in terms of equs. (27) and (28) to ex t rac t the quant i t i es G Q N and y*/4n. 
In th is procedure the knowledge of the nuclear dens i ty d is t r ibut ion p (r) and 
the ra t io j3 p enters . E a c h group has measured d i rec t ly the nuclear rad i i . T h e 
D E S Y — M I T exper iment allowed the most precise de terminat ion of the radi i 
by measuring the diffraction slope for 13 e lements ranging from bery l l ium 
(A = 9) to uranium (A = 2 3 8 ) . After making a subt rac t ion for incoherent pro­
duction on l ighter nuclei (Be — Cu) the data were compared with equ. ( 2 7 ) . 
The model of Tref i l [78] was used for the incoherent cont r ibu t ion . The best 
values for R (A) in the Wood — Saxon form 
Fig. 23. Nuclear radii obtained from the measured tL dependence of the cross section 
(ref. [75] ) . The solid line represents a best fit to the form R = r0Alf*. 
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with fixed s = 0 .545 are shown in fig. 2 3 , For R e , C and Al the presence of 
background causes larger errors. The Wood — Saxon radii fit the sca l ing law 
I h i s value is larger but not inconsis tent with r 0 = 1 .05 fm as determined 
in electron scat ter ing exper iments [ 7 9 ] . In conclusion one can say , tha t for 
A > 27 the radi i determined in a l l four p production exper iments quoted above 
with 
where $ V N was obtained from y — p total cross section measurements [80]. 
Recently this quant i ty has been directly measured by the DESY—MIT 
group and at Nina (see section 2.6) giving p = —0.2 ± 0-1 f ° r photon energies 
around 6 GeV in good agreement with the quark model prediction of equ. (31). 
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The last problem consists now in the separation of the coherently (diffrac-
tively) produced p° mesons from background in the mass and ^-distributions. 
The DESY — MIT group [75] has analyzed their data by fitting the expe­
rimental distr ibutions to the form: 
The first term represents the main contribution from p photoproduction; | / c | 2 is 
the dominant coherent part (equ. 27) while | / m c j 2 represents an incoherent 
production as calculated by Trefil [78]. The background function BG accounts 
for nonresonant production. For the p° mass distr ibution the three hypothesi­
ses discussed in section 2.1 have been investigated. All 3 assumption lead to 
consistent results. 
The Rochester group [76] analyzed their da ta in a similar way. They fit 
the p° spectrum with the Ross — Stodolsky [58] and the Drell — Soding model 
allowing for an arbi t ray incoherent background. In the final analysis the Ross — 
Stodolsky model was used. 
The Cornell group [55] analyzed their data on nuclei in the same way as 
their hydrogen data discussed in section 2.1 allowing for no arbi t ray backgro­
und. The same way the SLAG group [77] reanalyzed their data . 
I have summarized the results with respect to OQN and Yp/4jc in table 5 
and fig. 24. Also included are the data of the SLAG deuteron experiment [70] 
discussed in section 2.3.1 and the colliding beam value of Y p / ^ fr°m Orsay 
[81]. In conclusion the total picture is still not very precise but within the 
quoted errors all data are consistent. The weighted average 0.65 for y^/An of 
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are consistent. On the other hand for light nuclei each group uses different 
distributions and different radii . 
Up to this year no direct information on (3P was available and a value of 
P P 0.2 at & — 6 GeV was estimated on the basis of the quark model pre­
diction and the VDM 
al l photoproduetion exper iments is somewhat higher than the Orsay storage 
ring value . The results on G P N support the quark model predict ion G Q N = 0 .5 
(an+P + °n-p) ~ 2 8 m b a t energies around 6 GeV [ 6 0 ] . 
2.4. co MESON PHOTOPRODUCTION 
2.4.1. co MESON PHOTO PRODUCTION FROM HYDROGEN AND 
DEUTERIUM 
Two exper iments on co photoproduetion on hydrogen have 
been contr ibuted to this conference. The group at S L A C using the 82" H B C 
have studied co production on protons b y l inear ly polarized photons at 2 . 8 and 
4.7 GeV [ 8 2 ] . This is part of the programm of the SBT-co l l abo ra t i on , which 
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includes the p° production ment ioned earl ier . The data are analyzed in terms 
of a zero const ra in t f i t , the photon energy k being not constra ined. Most of the 
mul t ineut ra l events are removed by requiring the reconstructed photon energy 
to l ie within the l imi t s 2 . 4 < & < 3 . 3 and 4 .1 < f e < 5.3 for the centra l energies 
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2 .8 and 4.7 GeVrespectively. The n^n—n° mass d is t r ibut ion show spectacular 
co peaks. T h e to t a l co production cross sect ions are given in t ab le 6 and are shown 
in fig. 25 together with those of other experiments [63 , 8 3 — 8 6 ] . The differential 
cross sect ions are shown in fig. 26 [ 8 2 ] . A fit of da/dt for 0 . 0 2 < c | £ | < < 
<C 0.4; GeV2 to the form A exp (Bt) leads to values for A and B given in t ab le 6 . 
The decay angular dis t r ibut ions of the co meson are analyzed in the h e l i c i t y 
frame. In contrast to p° photoproduetion considerable h e l i c i t y flip con t r ibu t ions 
are found. From the densi ty ma t r i x elements one can again, as in the case of 
the p°, deduce the par i ty asymmetry PG, which measures the ra t io 
of the cross sect ion contr ibut ions from natural and unnatura l (cr~~) pa­
r i ty exchange in the ^-channel. In the high energy l i m i t PG is given by 
In tab le 6 the values of Paj o + and a~~ are given for co product ion for 
| £ | < 1.0 GeV2. The values of o + and o~ are also shown in fig. 2 5 . Natura l 
and unnatural par i ty exchange contr ibute in approx imate ly equal amounts 
(Pa ~ 0 ) . The unnatura l cross sect ion cr~ decreases from 2 .8 to 4 .7 GeV by more 
than a factor of 2 whereas the na tura l cross sect ion o + does not change s igni­
f ican t ly . The natura l differential cross sect ion do~^/dt for 0 .02 < | t\ < 0 .4 GeV2 
is shown in fig. 2 6 . A fit of da+ jdt to the form A+ exp (B^.t) give the values 
A+ and B+ of t ab le 6. The slope parameters B+ are qu i te s imi la r to those found 
in p° photoproduetion. 
The large unnatura l par i ty exchange cont r ibut ion (non diffract ive) in co 
photoproduetion in comparison to p° photoproduetion can be eas i ly understood. 
SU (3) ( including co — <P mix ing) predicts tha t the O P E cont r ibu t ion (unnatu­
ral par i ty) to yp —>- cop is nine t imes larger than in yp —>- p°p while the diffrac­
t ive part (natural pa r i ty ) , assuming the Pomeron is an SU (3) s ingle t , is nine 
t imes larger in p° production than in co production. Thus we have 
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Fig. 25. yp -> cop. (T) — threshold. 
For example , if at a given ener­
gy 9 9 % of the p° cross section 
is contributed by diffraction and 
1% by O P E the rat io a o m 
(o)) /o D i ff (co) for co photopro­
duction at the same energy will 
be 0 . 8 : 1. This is supported by 
the data of t ab le 6. S ince O O P E 
is proportional to s~2 (both for 
Reggeized and elementary n 
exchange) and a D m is nearly 
constant the rat io G (p)/o (co) 
should approach 9 for high 
energies. The comparison of 
the natural par i ty exchange 
cross sections for co and p° 
photoproduetion of ref. (64) 
( table 2) give for | t \ < 1.0 GeV2 
a rat io G^/G& between 9 and 6 
depending on the models used 
to determine the p° cross sec­
t ion. According to equ. 33 this 
rat io should be 9 for pure dif-
fractive production. A conside­
rable amount of A2 exchange 
where the first term represents the natural par i ty contr ibut ion, yields C = 12.1 ± 
± 2.1 iib/GeV2, D = 5 .6 ± 1.2 GeV2 and T^y = 0 .98 ± 0. 10 MeV. The value 
of T^Tty is consistent with the value obtained from the width and branching 
rat io (88) and D is consistent with the slope for p° production (when analyzed 
using the Drell — Sôding model, see fig. 16) . 
The Rochester group at Cornell has measured co photoproduetion [89] at 
9 GeV on hydrogen and deuterium. The co meson was detected through its domi­
nant decay mode co n+tt~"n°. The charged pions were measured in a wire 
spark chamber arrangement. B o t h decay photons of the neutral pion were con­
verted in 1.5 radiation lengths of lead and the position of the converted pho­
tons is recorded by a second spark chamber and the energy by shower counters. 
This way the momenta of the three decay pions were measured, but there is 
no additional k inemat ica l constraint left to distinguish between elast ic and 
inelast ic processes. They measure the sum of al l differential cross sections of 
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Fig. 26. 
1 5 / J , whicn contr ibutes to the 
natural par i ty part G& could however reduce the value of this rat io (the 
A2 exchange contr ibution to Op* is expected to be smal l ) . Furthermore one can 
compare the contr ibutions from unnatural par i ty exchange with the predictions 
of one-pion exchange. The O P E model predicts a decrease of the co cross sec­
tion o~ for j t \ < 1 GeV2 by a factor 2 .5 between 2 .8 and 4.7 GeV. This rat io 
is prac t ica l ly independent of whether form factor or absorption corrections 
are used. Exper imenta l ly we have from table 6 a value of 2 .2 rb 0 ,6 for this 
rat io in good agreement with the O P E prediction. Assuming that a(~T is accoun­
ted for by O P E , a fit of da/dt in the interval 0 .02 < 11 \ < 0 .4 GeV2 to the form 
the type 
Fig. 27. 
Therefore the cross sec t ion wil l be dominated by the following processes 
where iV* is the 1 2 3 6 MeV first n —N resonance. F i g . 2 7 shows the measured 
angular d is t r ibut ions , averaged over the energy in terval from 5 to 9 GeV. 
The hydrogen elastic co photoproduction cross section can be written in the 
high energy l imit as 
where and Tf are the amplitudes for isospin 0 and 1 natural ( + ) and unnatu­
ral (—) parity exchange in the t channel. I Tt I2 is taken as 
where | TQQ\2 = ( 9 . 6 ± 1 . 2 ) \ib/GeV2 is determined from CÔ photoproduction on 
complex nuclei by the same group (see section 2 . 4 . 2 ) and B is taken from p° pho­
toproduction in hydrogen. The it exchange contributes to TT and is calculated 
using the Bennecke — Diirr model [ 9 0 ] ; the same model is used to calculate daldt 
((oN* 1 2 3 6 ) . For photoproduction in deuterium an impulse approximation cal­
culation (including the assumption of closure) is used. Allowing further for an 
A2 contribution to •T't and an arbitrary normalization of doldt (coTV*) in the fits, 
the curves in fig. 2 7 have been obtained. As a result the A2 contribution is consis­
tent with zero and the O P E calculation for the process yN COJV* ( 1 2 3 6 ) somewhat 
overestimates the measured cross section. 
2. 4, 2. co PHOTO PRODUCTION ON COMPLEX NUCLEI 
The results of two experiments of co photoproduction on comp­
lex nuclei from the Rochester group [ 9 1 ] using the Cornell synchrotron and our 
Bonn — Pisa group [ 9 2 ] working at D E S Y have been contributed to this confe­
rence. The Rochester group has measured this process at k — 6 . 8 GeV on 
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B e , C, Al , Cu and Pb targets. 
The co mesons were detected 
by their n+7t~~n° decay mode 
with the same experimental 
set up as used for the hydro­
gen and deuterium runs des­
cribed in the previous sect ion. 
The differential cross sections 
do/dt for B e and Cu are shown 
in fig. 28 [ 9 1 ] . They show a 
clear diffraction-type forward 
peak, but there is also a very 
substantial nondiffractive 
background, as to be expected 
from the discussion in sect i ­
on 2 . 4 . 1 . The contribution of 
inelast ic and incoherent events 
was calculated using the follo­
wing expression: 
(39) 
Here Aen is the effective 
Fig. 28. number of nucléons contr ibu­
ting to incoherent photopro­
duction; i ts value was taken from large angle p° [93] and xf1" [94] photoproduc­
t ion. The differential cross sections have been calculated by Wol f [90] using an 
O P E model. G (t) is a correction factor and takes into account the suppression 
of incoherent processes at small t [ 9 5 ] . The long and short dashed lines in fig. 28 
indicate the relat ive importance of the inelas t ic and incoherent contribution to 
The solid lines in fig. 28 are obtained by fit t ing 
where the O P E cross section is taken from equ. (39) . is the p° photo pro-
duetion cross section as measured by the same group (76) and x\ (A) is a f i t t ing 
parameter which gives the rat io between diffractive p° and co photoproduction 
cross sections. The diffractive coherent cross section obtained from the fits accor­
ding to equ. (40) are analyzed in terms of equ. (27) and (28) with p° replaced by co. 
Adopting the same nuclear density distribution as in the case of the p° [76] and 
= Pp = —0.2 the results obtained are given in table 7. 
In the Bonn — Pisa experiment (92) the co was observed via i ts n°y decay, 
detecting the direct photon and the forward emit ted photon of the n° disintegra­
t ion in an arrangement of 8 to ta l absorbing Cererikov c o u n t e r s . The branching 
rat io for the 
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was taken from ref. [ 8 8 ] . 
The experiment was performed at a mean photon energy of 5.7 GeV on C, A l , 
Zn, Ag, Ta , and Pb targets . The resulting angular distributions are shown in fig. 2 9 . 
The diffraction type forward peak and the incoherent background is clearly seen. 
decay 
Fig. 29, The full lines are the best fit curves calculated according to model 4. The in­





We analyzed our data s imilar to equ. ( 4 0 ) , assuming in addition to the diffractive 
contribution an incoherent contribution of the form 
This incoherent contribution is measured at large angles, but unfortunately one 
cannot rely on an unambigous theory of i ts ^-dependence under the coherent peak. 
W e therefore tried four models for this background, which are summarized in fig. 3 0 . 
Model 2 and 3 give the extreme possibil i t ies. The normalization of the incoherent 
cross section daldt (CÙN) has been determined by fit t ing the large angle data of 
each angular distribution separately. After the subtraction of the incoherent con-
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tr ibution according to the four models, an overall fit to the corrresponding sets 
of the coherent data has been applied in terms of equs. ( 2 7 ) and ( 2 8 ) to determine 
OCOJV and 7 | / 4 J C . For the nuclear density distributions the Wood — Saxon form has 
been adopted with a radius as determined by the D E S Y — M I T group [ 7 5 ] . The 
ratio P w of the real to the imaginary part of the forward co — N scattering cross 
section was fixed at values = 0 , — 0 . 1 , — 0 . 2 , — 0 . 3 , — 0 . 4 and — 0 . 5 . Wi th in 
the errors all four models gave consistent results. As an i l lustration in fig. 3 1 the 
results of O®N and Y ~ / 4 J T are plotted as function of Pco, using model 4 for the subtrac-
tion of the incoherent background. The plot shows the strong dependence of both 
quantit ies on |3CÛ- Fo r a value $® = — 0 . 2 (which is suggested by the quark model 
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Fig. 31 . 
prediction j3 p = p f ô) the results are summarized in table 7. Also included are the 
SLAC [82] hydrogen data and the Orsay storage ring value on y*/4n [ 8 1 ] . The 
data on g ^ J V are not very precise, however within the errors they are consistent 
with <jpjv from table 5 in agreement with the quark model prediction [ 6 0 ] . The 
situation with respect to y^/4n is even worse. The value of the Rochester group 
is quite high. The results of our group (an additional error of ± 1 3 % introduced 
by the branching ratio [88 ] is not included in the error quoted in table 7) and the 
SLAG group are higher than the storage ring value bat s ta t i s t ica l ly not inconsi-
s tent . Th is seems to indicate the same fact as in the case of the p meson, where 
yyAn as obtained from photoproduction experiments is higher than the storage 
M 
ring result. The rat io y^ly% as obtained from the photoproduction experiments 
(table 5 and 7) is consistent with the SU (3) prediction y*/y% — 1/9. The Bonn — 
Pisa value of | / 0 | 2 , which is the diffractive part of the forward co photoproduction 
cross section on single nucléons agrees nicely with the natural par i ty contribu-
tion of the co cross section as measured by the SLAG group. This is consistent with 
a vanishing A2 ^-channel exchange contribution [ 8 9 ] . In view of the more difficult 
experimental s i tuat ion compared to p° photoproduction on complex nuclei no too 
strong conclusions should be drawn from these first results on co photoproduction 
on complex nuclei . Clearly further experiments are required with bet ter s ta t is-
t ics and resolution so that one can begin to study systemat ic effects in detail . 
2.5. D> MESON PHOTOPRODUCTION 
Prel iminary results on CD meson photoproduction from hydro-
gen and carbon using a polarized photon beam have been contributed by a Cornell 
group [97]. The asymmetry 2 (see equ. 24) has been measured at an average pho-
ton energy of k = 5 .4 GeV. The production from carbon is main ly diffractive 
resulting in 2 G = 1.02 ± 0 . 0 5 . The hydrogen asymmetry is S H 2 ' = 0 .60 ± 0 .2 , 
indicating an appreciable nondiffractive contribution. These values have to be 
regarded as rather prel iminary, since theoretical shapes tor the coherent photon 
spectra have been used in the analysis . For a summary of previous CD photoproduc-
tion experiments using unpolarized photons see refs. [53] and [139] . 
2.6. INTERFERENCE EFFECTS IN po AND œ MESON 
PHOTOPRODUCTION PROCESSES 
2.6.1. DETERMINATION OF THE PHOTOPRODUCTION PHASE OF p« MESONS 
The analysis of the recent experiments on photoproduction 
of p° mesons from complex nuclei (see section 2 .3) shows that in order for the vec-
tor dominance model to hold the p° nucléon amplitude in the GeV region must 
not be purely diffractive but should contain a substantial real part. Independently 
the quark models of several authors [60] predict the equal i ty of the p° nucléon 
amplitude and the n nucléon scattering amplitude. For the ratio |3 of the real 
to the imaginary parts of these amplitudes this leads to 
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where the amplitude for n° nucléon scattering is related to the n nucléon scat te-
ring amplitudes by isospin invariance: 
















The results of three experiments have been contributed to this conference 
in which the quant i ty p p is direct ly measured. The D E S Y — M I T group [99] and 
a group [100] at Nina have studied electron-positron pair production in the 
invariant mass region around the p° mass on beryll ium for photon energies bet­
ween 4.1 and 6.1 GeV [99] and on carbon at a mean energy of 3 .5 GeV [100] , res­
pect ively. The main contr ibut ions to this channel come from wide angle electron 
pair production (Be the — Hei t ler) and from diffractive p° photoproduetion follow­
ed by the p° e+e— decay (Compton). The interference between these two terms 
depends on the phase of the p° photoproduetion ampli tude since the Be the — Hei t ­
ler ampli tude is real . This interference term ai is an t i symmetr ic with respect to 
T a b l e 8 
p° Meson Photoproduetion Phase 
the exchange of the electron and positron four-momenta p _ and p+. Thus the ef­
fect of the interference term is to produce an asymmetr ic distr ibution of experi­
mental events as a function of variables ant isymmetr ic in p + and p — as for instan­
ce the transverse momentum of the pair ô = PRQR — PL®L, where R (L) refers 
to the right (left) arm of the spectrometer. Denoting by the subscripts «-f» and 
«—» the sign of the charge of the lepton passing through the right arm of the spect­
rometer the quanti t ies N+ (ô, m) and iV__ (ô, m) represent then the number of events 
with mass m and pair transverse momentum ô. 
The results of the D E S Y — M I T experiment [99] on the difference N+ (ô, m) — 
— iV_ (ô, m), which is proportional to en, is shown in fig. 32a as a function of ô 
for different mass bins. The asymmetr ic structure of the interference term is ni­
cely seen. 
The direct comparison of the asymmetr ic data with d to ext rac t the phase is 
complicated because of the difficulties inherent in the analysis of p° photo-
production data ( i . e. p° l ine shape, m p , T p , forward differential cross section, slope, 
coupling constant y^/4j t ) . T o reduce the dependence on these parameters the two 
quantit ies 
and 
have been compared in the D E S Y — M I T experiment. NBH (m) is the calculated 
BH mass spectrum corresponding to O B H , and Nc (m) is the number of experimen­
tal events a t t r ibuted to the diffraction Compton process. The resulting phase 
(fig. 326) for p° photoproduetion on beryll ium is <Dpe = 11.8° ± 4 . 4 ° . Using the 
Margolis scat ter ing theory [71] this phase angle O p 6 can be related to the phase 
for p° nucléon scat ter ing or to the rat io p p of the real to the imaginary part of the 
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p° nucléon scattering ampli tude. From the value of < D p e one obtains p p = — 0.2 ± 
± 0.1 (fig. 326 ) . 
The result of the Nina experiment for the p° photoproduction phase on carbon 
at 3 .5 GeV is <DP = 19° ± 7 . 50 . At C E A an experiment on electroproduction of 
(ui-pairs on carbon using the 5 GeV external electron beam has been performed 
[ 1 0 1 ] . The result on the p° phase is 16° ± 2 2 ° . The results of the three experiments 
are summarized in tab le 8. The values of the phase CD are quite s imilar ; however 
they cannot direct ly compared with each other because of different experimental 
condit ions. Only the D E S Y — M I T group gave a value for p p in good agreement 
with the quark model prediction, showing that the real part of the p° nucléon 
scat tering amplitude is quite small in accordance with a dominant diffraction-
type mechanism. 
2.6.2. DETERMINATION OF THE PHOTO PRODUCTION PHASE 
OF THE co MESON 
In a s imilar experiment the Nina group [100] also obtained 
a value for the co meson photoproduction phase on carbon at 3 .5 GeV. T h e y obtai-
ned CD^ = 128° ± 3 0 ° , which is roughly 90° larger than the corresponding result 
for p° photoproduction ( table 8 ) . However, because of the different production 
mechanisms involved in co and p° photoproduction especial ly from light nuclei , 
i t is hard to draw a direct conclusion for from the comparison of <X>£ and C P p . 
2.6.3.
 P-a> INTERFERENCE EFFECTS 
The Orsay storage ring group [102] have presented evidence 
that the exci ta t ion curve for the n^~n~~ final s ta te shows some structure, which 
can be understood as an interference of the amplitudes connected with the graphs 
shown in fig. 33a . The right graph contains the G-parity violat ing decay co 
J T + J T — . This decay is possible assuming that the physical particles co and p 
are both superpositions of pure isospin 1 = 0 and 7 = 1 states. There is also evi-
dence for p — co interference in strong interact ions. These results have been re-
cent ly summarized by Coyne [ 1 0 3 ] . The photoproduction of p° and co mesons and 
the subsequent decay of both vec-
tor mesons into either e+e—-pairs 
or JT^JI;—-pairs should show up 
s imilar interference effects and 
provide a useful tool to measure 
the re la t ive phase of the p° and 
co meson production ampli tudes. 
Let me first describe the ex-
periments detect ing the e+e~ final 
s ta te . The D E S Y — M I T group 
[104] has measured (p, co) photo-
production on beryl l ium at 5.1 GeV 
and the Nina group [105] on carbon 
at 3.5 GeV, using two arm spectro-
meters in both experiments . 
To the observed reaction 
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five diagrams contr ibute near the mass 
region mee^m9—m^: the two Be the— 
Hei t ler diagrams, the two Compton 
diagrams shown in fig. 33& and a fifth 
diagram, which represents the e+e~--
contribution from vector mesons pro­
duced via O P E or incoherent produc­
tion [90, 76 , 7 8 ] . The contr ibut ion to 
the e+e~~ yield from coherent p° and 
co production is given by the am­
plitude [106] 
leading to 
The Nina group did not include 
the propagator for the vector mesor 
when coupled to real photons leading 
to a factor m%/mp in front of I R | anc 
an overall factor m9fm^ in equ. (47 
instead of M^/ML and M^/M*, respec 
t ive ly . In equ. (47) we have set fo] 
the coherent (diffractive) p and o 
scat ter ing ampli tudes on nuclei 
Fig. 34. <fh?~" yields from (p, co) photoprodu­
etion on beryllium from ref. [104] . a) The open 
circles are the calculated BN contribution; 
b) The black dots are the event distribution 
attributed to the Compton terms. The squares 
are the contributions from p -> e^e~" alone. 
where and a p are addi t ional phases to take account of the induced p — co mix ing 
at each photon ver tex . 
In the analysis the calculated Be the—Hei t l e r contr ibut ions have been subtrac­
ted from the measured yields (fig. 34a , b). F ig . 34c shows the D E S Y — M I T results 
and fig. 35 those from Nina [ 1 0 5 ] . Bo th mass distr ibutions exh ib i t a clear 
where <S)a is the re la t ive p — co scat­
tering phase on nuclei . The overall 
phase Q>ee can be writ ten as [107] 
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line is the best fit assuming (p — co) interference according to equ. (47). The dashed 
line gives the p e+e— contribution alone. 
interference effect showing up in an enhancement at the co mass and follow the ge­
neral features expected from equ. (47) (solid curves in fig. 34c and 3 5 ) . After subtra­
ction of the contr ibution due to incoherent co production in the D E S Y — M I T expe-
r iment , the yields have been fitted to equ. 47 with the free parameters e = w 
(For a more detailed comparison of both analyses see E . Gabathuler 
T a b l e 9 
p — to Interference (e~^~e~ Final State) 
[ 108 ] ) . The results are summarized in table 9. The errors quoted come main ly from 
uncertaint ies due to the p-line shape, absolute normalizat ion and uncertainties 
in the parameters T^, T p , m ^ e t c . The sensi t iv i ty of the fit parameters to the values 
of the different input parameters have been checked, leading for instance to a chan­
ge of A<De  = 7° for an 1 MeV change of in the D E S Y experiment . The diffe­
rence in the phases Q)ee of the two experiment is most l ike ly due to s ta t is t ics or 
differences in energy, target and the input parameters (for instance m^). Assuming 
I R I = 1 as predicted by the quark model [60] and the Margolis scat ter ing (71) 
theory the results on 8 lead to values of Y^/Yp which are consistent with the SU (3) 
prediction giving 9 for this ra t io . 
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and <&ee* 
Fig. 3 5 . nucléon • EQ] versus me+e— The solid 
Fig. 36. The solid lines are the best fits according to equ. (52). The dashed lines show 
the contribution from p ji+jt~~ alone. The background is also indicated. 
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Furthermore the quark model together with the Margolis theory predicts 
the relat ive p — co nuclei scat ter ing phase <DA to be zero. Under this assumption 
the prediction of ref. [107] for cxp and a© gives from equ. (49) 
not in contradict ion with the D E S Y — M I T result . W i t h the same experimental 
set up the D E S Y — M I T group [109] has investigated the reaction 
for a maximum bremsstrahlung energy of 7 .4 GeV on H 2 , carbon and lead. The 
invar iant masses of the pion pairs covered the region of the p°, co and (D mesons. 
Pre l iminary results have been contr ibuted for measurements on carbon in the p — c o 
mass region. The Nina group [105] measured reaction (51) in the p — co mass 
region using a photon beam of a max imum energy of 4 .6 GeV and a carbon target. 
An interference between the p° and co meson production amplitudes in the n+n— 
final s tate in reaction (51) is possible due to the G par i ty violat ing decay mode 
co 3 T + n — . Because this decay is a second order process the effect is expected 
to be small and difficult to observe. F igs . 36 and 37 show the D E S Y — M I T [109] 
and Nina [105] pion pair mass spectra J ^ ° ^
 q . The effect of a p — co interfe­
rence in the J T + J X — mode is c lear ly evident in al l four graphs. These spectra have 
been fit with the following phenomenological formula 
which is a re la t iv is t ic P-wave Bre i t — Wigner [57] with mass dependent widths 
and 
The B W mass distr ibution is modified to fit the p line shape in the following way: 
I 
Fig. 37. The solid line is the best fit according to equ. (52). The dashed line shows the same 
fit with no co contribution. The chain line shows the incoherent background. 
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T a b l e 10 
p — co Interference (jr~hnT~ Final State) 
the data . I t was not possible to get reasonable fits without including p — co in­
terference terms. The fit results of both exper iments in t ab le 10 agree remarkab ly 
well within the errors. 
The phase ONN can be compared with theoret ica l predict ions. Assuming again 
according to the quark model tha t the hadronic phase O a is zero, equ. (55) leads to 
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where CP A again is the re la t ive phase of the hadronic amplitudes, a is the relat ive 
phase of the 2n decay amplitudes and and ap are again corrections due to p — co 
mixing as in equ. (49) . 
The prel iminary results of the D E S Y — M I T experiment on carbon and the 
Nina results obtained by fit t ing the experimental data with equ. (52) are given 
in table 10 . The solid lines in fig. 36 and 37 show the fits in good agreement with 
where T^^n is the width of the co —^ 2ft decay. The relat ive phase (DNJL of the p 
and co two n i o n final s ta te c a n ha pxnressed as f 1071 
t h i s mechanism assumes an interférence between coherently produced non 
resonant pion pairs (Drell- term) and pions from (p, co) 2n. 
Nina: 
2) n = 4 , = Drell — Sôding type coherent background. 
is a polynomial background function in m. The quant i ty g is given by 
l b ) Drell — Sôding interference [59] 
D E S Y — M I T : 
l a ) Ross — Stodosky factor [58] 
with the numer ica l predict ion of ref. (107) . Th i s number is in exce l len t agreement 
with both the D E S Y — M I T and Nina result . I n storage rings the same quan t i ty 
independent of the hadronic phase is measured. T h e Orsay result [110] G)nn = 
= 164° ± : 2 8 ° does not agree very good with the predict ion of equ. ( 5 6 ) . F rom this 
however a definite conclusion should not be drawn at the moment ; c lear ly more 
accurate storage ring exper iments are needed. Assuming again the quark model 
predict ion T^a^a = TpA-+f>A equ. (54) allows to determine T^^n from the fit 
results given in t ab le 10 . Only the Nina group give a numerical value for T^^K 
and the branching ra t io B = 1 ^201 / 1 ^ - ^ . However since all parameters entering 
equ. (54) agree n ice ly , the D E S Y — M I T group would come to s imi la r results . 
The value of B is in agreement with a theore t ica l prediction B = 1 . 5 % . 
In conclusion I l ike to say tha t the results of the experiments on the p phase 
( table 8 ) , the D E S Y — M I T result on p — co interference in the e+e— final s ta te 
( table 9) and the results on p — co interference in the JX + JX~~ final s ta te ( table 
10) are consistent with the quark model prediction T (pN) = T (coTV) = / (n°n)y 
which leads to p p = ~ — 0 . 2 around 6 GeV. The phases measured are in ag­
reement with results from p — co mix ing theories [ 1 0 7 ] . The Nina result on 
the co — BH phase, discussed in sect ion 2 . 6 . 2 , together with the value for the 
phase ® e e from Nina ( table 9) may indica te however tha t things might be more 
compl icated; to s tudy th is in more detai l bet ter exper iments on electron positron 
pair photoproduetion are required. 
where GC is the Glauber correct ion for the shadowing of one nucléon by the other 
in deuterium [ 1 2 1 ] , Th i s correct ions amounts up to ~ 5 | i 6 at the highest energies 
measured. 
The great problem of these exper iments is to avoid counting electron pairs 
as hadronic final s ta tes . A background contr ibut ion from elect romagnet ic 
processes would result in a different A (mass-number) as well as energy de­
pendence of the cross sect ions in comparison to those as obtained from pure had-
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thus al lowing a comparison between avp and the measured differential cross sec­
t ion for high energy Compton scat ter ing from protons (see section 2 . 8 ) . Fur ther­
more oyp can be compared with several other quite fundamental quant i t ies as 
the to ta l vector meson nucléon cross sections O^N, O^N and O&N via the vector 
dominance model (see sect ion 2 . 9 ) . 
The final results of two new experiments using counter techniques and a tag­
ged photon beam have been contr ibuted to this conference. T h e San ta Ba rba ra 
group at SLAC [116, 1 1 7 ] (Ak/k of tagged beam ~ ± 2 . 5 % ) measured the to ta l 
photoproduetion cross sect ion on hydrogen and deuterium for photon energies 
between 4 and 17 GeV while the D E S Y group [118] (Ak of tagged beam 
± 5 0 MeV) covered the energy range from 1.5 to 6.6 GeV. B o t h groups derived 
from these data the to ta l cross sect ion oyn on neutrons by 
2.7. TOTAL PHOTOPRODUCTION CROSS SECTIONS 
2.7.1. TOTAL PHOTO PRODUCTION CROSS SECTION ON HYDROGEN 
AND DEUTERIUM 
Severa l recent exper iments using bubble chambers [111 — 1 1 3 ] 
ine las t ic electron [114] and muon [115] scat ter ing techniques gave for the first 
t ime results on the to ta l photoproduetion cross section on protons avp from thres­
hold up to 18 GeV. Th is quan t i ty is of considerable fundamental interest . V ia 
the opt ical theorem it is connected with the spin independent forward Compton 
scat ter ing ampli tude f± (k) by [120] 
Fig. 38. 
ronic final s ta tes . T o overcome these difficulties both groups took advantage 
of the smal l opening angles of high energy pair and Gompton scat ter ing events 
as compared with the larger angles of hadronic events . F ig . 38 shows the results 
on Gyp of al l exper iments mentioned above. Considering the comple te ly different 
methods applied the argeement is quite good, although the values from 
ref. [ I l l ] at 2 and 3 GeV are rather low and the data from e — p sca t ter ing [114] 
seem to be sys t ema t i ca l ly higher by ~ 8 % than those of other exper iments . 
S ince the sys temat ic errors are not shown this is however not unreasonable . 
F ig . 39 shows the results on Gyn obtained according to equ. (59) from the deuteri­
um and hydrogen results of refs. [117] and [ 1 1 8 ] . The neutron cross sect ions are sy­
s t ema t i ca l l y lower than the proton data . The differences Apn = Gyp — Gvn are 
shown in the lower graph. 
The s imi l a r i t y in the shapes of the photoabsorption cross sect ions and strong 
interact ion to ta l cross sect ions, such as those from pion nucléon scat ter ing, 
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Fig. 39. The solid lines are fits to equ. (61). 
suggests a parametr izat ion in terms of a simple Regge pole model 
where k = (s — MN)/2MN is the photon labora tory energy and MN the nucléon 
mass, ai (0) is the t — 0 in tercept of the contr ibut ing t ra jector ies . In the high 
energy l imi t the leading t ra jector ies with charge conjugation r j c = + 1 and iso-
spin 0 and 1 are the Pomeron P (otp (0) defined to be uni ty) and the / (Jp = 2 + ) 
and A2(JP = 2+) both of which h ave a (0) ~ 0 .5 as observed in high energy 
hadron-hadron col l is ions . Thus the data are fit to the simple form 
where the Pomeron contr ibutes to OON and the / and A2 t ra jector ies to O,N- N is 
the proton or neutron. A fit to the data of refs. [112. 113 , 117, 118] according 
to equ. (61) yields [119] 
The curve according to oyp is shown as solid l ine in fig. 3 9 . For the diffe­
rence of the proton and neutron cross sections we obtain from (62) 
which is also shown in fig. 39 describing the data very well . For k = 6 GeV 
th is gives a difference of Avn (6 GeV) = (9 .4 ± 13 .2) \ib. Th is might indicate 
a non negligible 1 = 1 exchange contr ibut ion (the A2 meson). However we 
Fig . 40 . 
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have seen, tha t s imi la r indicat ions of / = 1 exchange in forward diffraction 
type cross sect ions (p° photoproduction on Z) 2 , sect ion 2 .3 .1 and co photoproduc­
t ion, section 2 .4 .1 and 2 . 4 . 2 ) are quest ionable; the results are consistent with 
zero 1 = 1 isospin exchange. W i t h regards to the errors in equ. (63) conclusions 
on the inf ini te energy behaviour of the to ta l photon nucléon cross sect ions should 
be regarded careful ly. 
The data for GYP can be used to ca lcula te the real part of the spin indepen­
dent forward Compton ampli tude R e / X (k) from a dispersion re la t ion . As input 
below 1.5 GeV the D E S Y group [118] used the sum of the to ta l cross sect ions 
for yp —pn°, n+n, J t + j x — , r\p which cer ta in ly gives a lower l imi t . Above 16 GeV 
an ext rapola t ion proport ional to onop — 1 / 2 ( o n + p + <Jn—p) was used [ 9 8 ] . The 
solid l ine in fig. 40a shows the smoothed cross sect ion used to eva lua te the dis­
persion integral ; the dashed l ine gives the cross section according to the data of 
ref. [114] a lone. F ig . 40b shows the results on |3 v JV, the ra t io of the real to the ima­
ginary part of the forward Compton ampli tude fx (k). These results are in very 
good agreement with recent ca lcula t ions of ref. [ 1 2 0 ] , For comparison in fig. 4 0 6 
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In the framework of the V D M the photons in teract ma in ly via the p° mesons, 
which has a mean free path of only a few fm. Consequently the surface nucléons 
would shadow the rest . For complete shadowing the cross sect ion would be pro­
port ional to the nuclear area. At high energies S todolsky [123] predicted the A 
dependence of G V A to be the same as for O Q A , which should be s imi la r to tha t 
o A 0.75 
Of G N A ~ A . 
Late r detai led ca lcula t ions [124] showed, tha t at energies of a few GeV 
the to ta l cross sect ions G V A should have an A dependence somewhere between 
the ext reme values ment ioned. In addit ion to the previously published results 
[125 , 1 2 6 ] the final results of the D E S Y counter exper iment [127] and the re­
sults of a new muon scat ter ing experiment at SLAC [128] have been contr ibuted 
to this conference. 
The D E S Y results [127] for GYA at a mean photon energy of 5 .4 GeV, averaged 
over an in terval of ± 0 .5 GeV on B e , C, Al , T i , Cu, Ag and Au and the data 
of ref. [128] on C and Cu together with the other recent data are shown in 
fig. 4 1 . P lo t t ed is the quan t i ty 
versus the mass number A, where GYN is the mean value of the cross sections 
on protons and neutrons (section 2 . 7 . 1 ) . The quoted errors do not include syste­
ma t i c errors. T h e agreement between the results of the two counter exper iments 
refs. [126] and [127 ] and the muon scat ter ing exper iment [128] for C is very 
is shown as dashed dotted l ine 
Vec to r dominance and the quark 
For energies above 5 GeV $VN ~ 
seems to be well satisfied. 
also the quan t i t y 
ca lcula ted from 
model predict approximate ly 
2.7.2. TOTAL PHOTOPRODUCTION CROSS SECTION ON NUCLEI 
The last sect ion showed tha t the to ta l cross sect ion for pho­
toproduction of hadrons on protons and neutrons is G V N — 120 \x,b for energies 
of a few GeV. Th i s corresponds to a photon mean free path of ~ 700 fm in 
nuclear mat te r , very long compared to a nuclear diameter of a few fm. Thus 
one would expect the to ta l cross section for photoproduction of hadrons on nuclei 
to be proport ional to the number A of nucléons. Neglect ing the smal l difference 
of the cross sect ions on protons and neutrons th is would mean 
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Fig. 43. The solid and dashed lines are the VDM predictions for Cu and Ti respecti­
vely. 
sat isfactory. A fit of the A dependence of the data of refs. [126] and [127] to 
the form 
2.8. HIGH E N E R G Y COMPTON SCATTERING 
FROM PROTONS 
The Compton scat ter ing process y + p - ^ Y + P is interest ing 
as one of the fundamental react ions involving photons and nucléons. At high 
energies i t is expected to be predominant ly diffractive at low t values but 
possibly to become nondiffractive at larger momentum transfers. Th i s behaviour 
is predicted from the vector dominance model, where the Compton cross section 
is d i rect ly related to the measured cross sections for photoproduetion of vector 
mesons (see sect ion 2 . 9 ) . Maybe of even more fundamental interest is the compa-
rison of the forward Compton cross section at t = 0 with the to ta l photopro-
duetion cross sect ion ayp discussed in the last section via the opt ical theorem. 
Previous to th is conference data were avai lable only up to incident photon 
energies of 1.5 GeV (for a summary of these references see ref. [132] ) . T o this 
conference new results of two very nice experiments from S L A C [132] and D E S Y 
[133] have been cont r ibuted . The results of a third experiment done at C E A 
have been reported by M. Deutsch [ 1 3 4 ] . 
The S L A C group [132] has measured the Compton process for mean photon 
energies of 5 . 5 , 8 .5 , 11 .5 and 17 GeV in the momentum transfer range \i\ from 
0 .06 to 1.1 GeV2. For large t values ( | £ | > 0 .6 GeV2) they used a convent ional 
l iquid hydrogen target while for smal ler momentum transfers a high pressure 
gas target was used [ 2 ] . The D E S Y group [133] invest igated the react ion at a 
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yields x = 0 . 9 1 4 ± 0 .005 [ 1 1 9 ] . The solid l ine in fig. 41 is the theore t ica l pre-
diction of v. Bochmann , Margolis and Tang [ 1 2 9 ] . They ca lcula te the forward 
ampli tude for Compton scat ter ing on nuclei , which is related to the to ta l cross 
sect ion by the opt ical theorem, on the basis of the Glauber mul t ip le scat ter ing 
theory. As input the following quant i t ies have been used 
These parameters give A^n ~ A0'9 in good agreement with the data . 
The energy dependence of Aett/A is shown in F ig . 42 for carbon and in 
Fig . 43 for T i , Cu and P b . For carbon all data agree n ice ly and show prac t i ca l ly 
no dependence on the energy between 1.5 and 15 GeV. Th is is fully reproduced 
by the predict ion of ref. (129) , taking the energy dependence of OPN equal to tha t 
of onop. The data and the theoret ical predictions for T i and Cu in fig. 43 
seem to indica te a s l igh t ly stronger energy dependence. Th is smooth energy be-
haviour just if ies the s tudy of the A dependence in F ig . 41 for data at different 
energies. 
In conclusion one can say tha t the smal l shadowing effect (A dependence) 
and the energy dependence of OVA can be fully reproduced on the basis of the 
V D M and the Glauber theory [129] with the inputs mentioned above. 
mean photon energy of 6 GeV (5 < k <C 7 GeV) in the | t | range from 0 .06 to 
0 .6 GeV2. 
In both experiments the scat tered photon and the recoil proton was obser­
ved in coincidence. In the SLAG experiment the photons have been detected 
in a lead-luci te sandwich shower counter . The apertures were defined by movable 
lead s l i t s . The proton momentum and angle was measured in the SLAG 1.6 GeVfc 
spectrometer . In the D E S Y experiment the photon angles 0 7 and cpv were mea­
sured by means of two crossed counter hodoscope behind a 1 cm lead converter , 
the energy of the photon being determined in nine lead glass shower counters. 
The recoil protons were detected with a wire spark chamber range telescope. 
The recoi l proton and the incoming photon defind the plane of e las t ic sca t te­
ring. Photoproduced JT° mesons, which were the main source of background in 
the exper iments , decay into two photons with a typ ica l ha l f opening angle (m^/E^. 
Since the angular resolution of the photon detectors was smal l compared with 
this decay cone the separation of Compton scat tered events and (yp) coinciden­
ces from n° photoproduetion could be achieved by requiring coplanar i ty for the 
outgoing photon and the scat ter ing plane defined above. 
F ig . 44a shows a (yp) coincidence peak of the S L A C exper iment [ 1 3 2 ] . Plot­
ted is the coincidence yield versus missing mass for the photon detector in 
and out of the Compton scat ter ing plane. The contr ibut ion from J t ° photopro­
duction out of the plane is smal l as expected. F ig . 44b shows the result of sub­
t rac t ing the out-of-plane yield from the in-plane yie ld . The resultant curve 
is the exper imenta l Compton yie ld . The D E S Y group determined their Compton 
yield in an analogous way by measuring a coplanar i ty dis tr ibut ion of the diffe­
rences of the proton and scat tered photon azimuthal angles. For subtract ion the 
n° background was determined by f i t t ing the coplanar i ty dis tr ibut ion on both 
sides of the Compton peak. 
The results of both exper iments are 
shown in F ig . 45 [132] and 4 6 . The data 
include s t a t i s t i ca l and sys temat ica l er­
rors besides an overall normal izat ion 
error of ~ 5 % in the S L A C and o f ~ 7 % 
in the D E S Y exper iment . The t distri­
butions show the predominant ly diffra-
c t ive character of the Compton process. 
F ig . 46 demonstrates the good agreement 
between both exper iments at energies 
around 6 GeV. 
For a momentum transfer range 
0 .06 < I £ | < ; 0 . 4 0 GeV2 the D E S Y data 
have been fit ted to the form da/dt = 
= A exp (Bt). The results are A — 
- (0 .79 ± 0 .05) [ib/GeV2 and B = (6.7 ± 
± 0 .3) GeV~~2. S ince the data deviate 
s igni f icant ly from this curve for | t J > 
> 0 .4 GeV2 a fit to the form 
Fig. 44. 
has been performed for all the D E S Y 
data. 
In the momentum transfer range 
| * | < 0 .6 GeV2 also the S L A C group ob-
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Fig. 45. The black dots are the Comp­
ton data. The black squares at t — 0 
are the optical points calculated inc­
luding the real part of fx(k) from 
ref. [80] . The solid lines are the 
results of a fit of the form a exp (bt + 
+ ^ 2 ) . The dashed lines are VDM 
predictions (see section 2.9). 
tained a good fit to the data at al l energies with a single exponent ia l with a slope 
of approximate ly B — 6 GeV"2. The curves shown in F ig . 45 have been obtained 
by f i t t ing the S L A C data to the form of equ. (67) . The fit parameters of both 
experiments are given in tab le 1 1 . The slopes b are compat ib le with those found 
in p° photoproduction (see fig. 16 and section 2 . 9 ) . 
T a b l e 11 
To compare the results of the Compton exper iments wi th the to t a l photo-
production cross sect ion a v p , we use the forward (t = 0) ampli tude for Compton 
scat ter ing as given by [ 1 3 5 ] : 
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where k is the incoming photon energy and e and sf are the polar izat ion vectors 
of the incoming and outgoing photon, or is the Pau l i spin m a t r i x for the recoi l 
nucléon. Using the optical theorem 
I m ft(k) = (&/4jt) oyp(k) one derives the 
forward cross section 
with p w (k) = R e fx (k)/lm fx (k) and 
R e ft (k) given by a disperion relat ion. 
Neglecting f2 (k) (in the case of pure dif­
fraction scat ter ing / 2 (k) is zero) equ. 
(69) permits to calculate (t = 0) for 
Compton scat ter ing (optical point) from 
the measured to ta l cross sections oyp (k). 
Insert ing in equ. (69) oyp = (122 ± 
± 5 ) \ib and $yp = — 0 .23 [118] the 
D E S Y group obtained a value (0 .80 ± 
± : 0 .07) \xb/GeV2 for the forward cross 
section. Th is value is in fair agreement 
with the t = 0 intercepts A and a of 
both exponential fits to the D E S Y data. 
The SLAC group evaluated equ. (69) 
with the tota l cross sections ayp (k) of 
ref. [117] and the real part of fx (k) as 
computed by Damashek and Oilman 
[ 1 2 0 ] . The results are shown as squares 
in fig. 4 5 . The t = 0 intercepts of the 
exponent ial fits to the SLAG data are 
Fig. 4*6. The dashed area gives the VDM 
prediction according to equ. (80) using for 
the p° photoproduction cross section the 
data from ref. [64] analyzed with the 
Drell — Sôding model. The solid lines give 
predictions for different p° cross sections 
(SLAC [64] (b) and DESY [63] (a)). 
in fair agreement with these optical points, although on the average they are 
somewhat lower. 
The results of both high energy Compton experiments together with the data 
on to ta l photoproduction cross sections allowed for the first t ime a test of 
equ. (69) . The results are consistent with f2 (k) being equal to zero. 
2.9. VECTOR DOMINANCE MODEL COMPARISONS 
The star t ing point for all vector dominance model (VDM) 
relat ions is the assumption that the electromagnet ic current (x) can be written 
as a sum of the vector meson fields [ 1 3 6 ] ; 
where mv is the mass of the three known vector mesons ( / = 1~, see section 2 .10 . ) 
and yv is the photon-vector meson coupling constant . The extensive l i terature 
exist ing on the applicat ions of equ. (70) is summarized in the review papers 
given under ref. [ 1 3 7 ] . The rat io of the coupling constants yv is obtained from 
pure SU (3) with ideal co — CD mixing as 
which leads to 
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Modificat ions due to symmet ry breaking change this rat ios (for a summary of 
modif icat ions see ref. [ 8 1 ] ) . 
W e wil l consider the following relat ions between the ampli tudes of vector 
meson photoproduetion Tyv, vector meson — vector meson scat ter ing TV'V and 
Compton scat ter ing Tyy: 
and 
\ / v \ I 
In deriving these re la t ions the assumption has been made tha t the sca t te r ing 
is the same for all he l i c i ty s ta tes . Neglect ing contr ibut ions of the type V'p 
Vp in equ. (73a) we obtain 
which describes obviously only the diffractive part of vector meson photopro­
duetion. 
From equ. (73) we obtain 
and together with the opt ical theorem 
where OVN is the to ta l vector meson nucléon scat ter ing cross sect ion and $ v = 
= R e Tvv/Im Tvv. W i t h the predict ions of the quark model [60, 138 ] 
and 
which are in agreement with the measured to ta l cross sections on complex nuclei 
( table 5 and 7 and ref. [130] ) one obta ins for the diffractive part of forward vector 
meson photoproduetion from equs. (76) , (72) and (77) (neglecting $ v which is of 
the order of 4 % ) 
At 4 ? 7 GeV one finds exper imenta l ly with 
ted by E . Lohrmann (139) the rat ios 
and 
where for the p° cross sect ions the extreme values (Ross — Stodolsky and Drel l— 
Sôding) of t ab le 2 and for the co cross section only the natural par i ty exchange 
contr ibut ion of t ab le 6 has been used. The exper imental data are compat ib le 
with the predict ion equ. (78) . W e can further use equ. (76) to determine yi/4m. 
Adopting for the to ta l cross sect ions the values of equ. (77) values for Yp /4j t 
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and y ^ / 4 k are given in tab le 12 for various forward p° photoproduetion cross 
sections and the natural par i ty part of the co cross section [ 8 2 ] , The results ob­
tained on y| /4jx reflect the uncertaint ies inherent in the forward p° photoprodue­
t ion cross sect ions. The values calculated from the S L A C cross sect ions [64] 
are somewhat high, however not in disagreement with those obtained from p° 
photoproduetion on complex nuclei ( table 5 ) . The D E S Y — M I T [56] value 
agrees with the Orsay result [81 ] . 
y^/4cx is compat ib le with the 
Bonn — Pisa co photoproduetion 
and the Orsay storage ring re­
sults ( table 7 ) . 
The most direct tes t of V D M 
is provided by the following 
relat ion, which is obtained from 
equ. (74) via the opt ical theorem 
Here the diffractive part of the 
forward cross sections for yp 
Vp have to be inserted. S in­
ce on the r. h. s. of equ. (79) 
the by far largest contr ibut ion 
comes from the p°, equ. (79) can 
be used to determine yl/4n. 
The inputs and the results 
are given in tab le 13 . Also here the results in the evaluat ion of Yp/4jx 
reflect the uncertaint ies in the p° cross sect ions . However al l photoproduetion 
data give values for y^/An which are smaller than the storage ring value [ 8 1 ] . 
A s imi lar conclusion is reached by comparing the Compton scat ter ing re­
sults with vector meson photoproduetion data . Assuming max imum interference 
between the vector meson amplitudes one obtains from equ. (74) 
In evaluat ing equ. (80) the S L A C [132] and the D E S Y [133] group used the Orsay sto­
rage ring [81 ] values for the coupling constants . T h e S L A C group took the p° and <D 
photoproduetion data from their earlier measurements (1) and put 4 r r = TT X 
X - j f . The results are shown in fig. 45 as dashed l ines. T h e y are sys temat ica l ly 
lower and the slope is steeper. The D E S Y group used different p° photoproduetion 
data as indicated in fig. 4 6 . All predictions for the Compton scat ter ing cross sec­
t ion are too low. However using the data of the SLAG — H B C — group [64] analyzed 
with the Drel l — Sôding model gives the right slope. Agreement in the momentum 
transfer range 0.1 <C \t \ <C 0 .25 GeV2 can be achieved by taking y^/An equal 
to ~ 0 . 3 . Th i s is consistent with the low values on Y P / 4 ^ of t ab le 13 obtained 
from the comparison with the to ta l cross section data. F rom these results one 
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may conclude, tha t the photon is not complete ly described by the three vector 
mesons p°, co and CP but couple also to other s ta tes . The nex t sect ion is concern­
ed with the search of possible further high mass vector mesons. 
Combining equs. (73) and (74) a V D M relat ion between the to t a l cross sec­
t ions can be obtained as follows 
for energies around 5 GeV in excel lent agreement with the measured photon 
to ta l cross sect ions . Th i s might show tha t one should be carefull to draw too 
strong conclusions about the va l id i ty or non va l id i ty of the vector dominance 
model by looking at cer ta in react ions only. 
2.10. HEAVY VECTOR MESONS 
There are many experiments which have searched for addit io­
nal vector mesons beyond the mass of the p°, co and O mesons. These exper iments 
have been reviewed in the ta lks of Prof. S i lverman [53] and more recen t ly by 
Davier [ 1 4 0 ] . 
Two exper iments looking at photoproduction of pion pairs from the D E S Y — 
M I T group [141] and a S L A C group [142] have been contr ibuted to this conferen­
ce. The D E S Y data was obtained with a 7 .4 GeV bremsstrahlung beam from car­
bon covering the invar iant mass region 0 .6 < mnn < 1.8 GeV. The S L A C group 
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T a b l e 13 
Determination of V^/4JT; using equ. (79) 
equ. (79) then leads to (neglecting 2—5% effect) 
Inser t ing the Orsay storage r ing values for the coupling constants and the va­
lues of equ. (78) for the to ta l vector meson cross sections one obta ins 
rig. 47. the curve is the best eye rit. 
Fig. 48. nn mass-spectrum (weighted 
events/0.1 2?eF/c 2/monitor) for \t — * m i n j < 
< 0.046 GeV\ |cos Qm\ < 0.6 and E m > 
> 14.0 GeV. The dashed curve is the 
calculated acceptance. 
measured nn mass distr ibutions in the range 0 .9 << mnn < 2 . 2 GeV using a 
16 GeV bremsstrahlung beam and a beryl l ium target . F ig . 47 [141] shows the 
da/(dQdm) averaged over the spectrometer acceptance at very small momentum 
transfers. A broad enhancement in the mass region 1 . 3 < m < 1.8 GeV is seen. 
F ig . 4 8 shows the SLAG results [142] also showing a broad shoulder around 
1.5 GeV. The solid lines 6, c, and d correspond to different assumptions for the 
p width. None of these models is able to describe the data . From both experiments 
one can conclude tha t the observed mass-spectra do not exh ib i t a c lear nar­
row resonance. The data show up a broad enhancement in the mass region aro­
und 1.5 GeV. 
From G E A [143] an experiment on muon pair production from carbon using 
the 6 GeV GEA bremsstrahlung beam has been reported. This experiment co­
vers the invar iant mass region 0 .93 <Z mm<Z 1.77 GeV. These kinds of experi­
ments , i . e. detecting muon pairs, are par t icular ly interest ing since p,+p,— is an 
allowed decay mode for al l vector mesons. The measured mass-spectrum is con­
sistent with Q E D and shows no evidence for new vector mesons. 
Pre l iminary results of a second experiment at GEA [144] using a missing 
mass technique together with a tagged photon beam have been reported by 
M. J . Tannenbaum. The p and co mesons are c lear ly seen. The analysis is in-
progress. 
In the D E S Y streamer chamber [145] photoproduction of n^n— and 23X" i~2JX— 
systems on carbon between 4 .3 and 6.3 GeV has been investigated. From the 
momentum transfer distr ibutions i t appears, tha t for both final states coherent 
as well as incoherent production on the nucleus is observed. The n+n~~ channel 
is dominated by the p°. The 4 J I mass distr ibution shows a broad shoulder bet­
ween invar iant masses from 1.2 to 2 .4 GeV. I f the An system observed has the 
quantum number Jp = 1~" then one would expect to see i t also in e*e— annihi la­
t ion. Indicat ions for this have been indeed found at the Frasca t i storage ring [ 1 4 6 ] . 
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In conclusion no sharp narrow resonances with quantum numbers Jp = 1~ 
have been seen yet with masses ranging up to roughly 2 GeV. 
I l ike to thank the discussion leaders Prof. G. Var tape tyan and 
Prof. S . C G . T i n g . The help of the scient if ic secretaries Drs. P . Baranov , E . Le ik in , 
V . Zamiralov and M. Khvastunov is great ly acknowledged. Many discussions 
with Profs. P . L . Brace in i , W . Braunschweig, H. Fischer, E . Gabathuler , 
H. Meyer, W . Paul and H. Ro l ln ik have been of much help. 
DISCUSSION 
T i n g : 
We at DESY have also measured cp 2JX, and the branching ratio seems to be much 
smaller than CÙ 2JC. I wonder if anyone can suggest how to analyze these data? 
T e r - M a r t i r o s y a n ; 
-h + 
May we say that at present all the data on the photoproduetion of n° , p° are in agreement 
with the Regge pole -f- cut theory? Some time ago marked discrepancies were indicated. 
S c h o p p e r : 
1) The strong interaction nuclear radii as deduced from p photoproduetion agree very well 
with radii obtained from rc-nuclei total cross sections if the correlation parameter entering the 
analysis is put equal to zero. 
2) The similarity between photoproduetion reactions and corresponding hadronic reactions 
is qualitative, but the detailed mechanism might be quite different. For example n° photopro-
duetion and np charge exchange both show the very sharp forward peak. However, it seems that 
the data presented at this conference cannot be explained by the same model. 
C r i e g e e: 
I disagree with the speaker's statement that the comparison of Compton scattering and p 
photoproduction is not conclusive with respect to vector dominance. The main difficulty does 
not come from the data, but from difficulties of the interpretation of rho photoproduetion. These 
difficulties are particularly bad at t = 0. However, at t ~ —0.2'the interference between the 
diffractive production and the Drell effect is small, and there is a clear-cut 30% discrepancy 
between the VDM-prediction in the sense that Yp/^ft would have to be ^ 0.35 ( ± 0.05) . In this 
orange the p° data can not manage to give agreement with VDM. 
D e u t s c h: 
The MIT — CEA Compton data cover a range from — t = 0.14 to —t = 0.41 at 3.2 GeV 
and a wider range at lower energies. Since the signal to noise was somewhat better than in the 
DESY data, the extrapolation was comparable. 
B e r t o c c h i : 
I would like to make two comments on the coherent photoproduetion on deuteriuni at large 
t. In my opinion, this experiment contains more information than that is contained in the ana-
lysis performed by the authors of the experiment as I understand it. 
The first remark concerns the slope of the double scattering region. The good fit shown in 
the slide was obtained by assuming the slope of the pN angular distribution to be the same as 
that of p photoproduetion on nucléons. 
. In fact, the slope of the double scattering region can be considered as a sensitive way of 
measuring the slope of the pN differential cross section (as discussed in a paper by Caneschi and 
myself in Nuovo Cimento (1967)). The fact that the agreement obtained using slope (pN) = slope 
(photoproduetion) 6 (GeVlc)~2 means that in fact they are almost equal. One could extract 
the slope, with its error, analyzing the slope of the double scattering region. 
The second remark concerns the absolute value of the cross section in the double scattering 
region. An experience with coherent nd scattering at large \t\ tells us that, in the energy region 
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where spin effects are important, as in nN scattering around i GeV, by neglecting spin effects 
the prediction can be wrong by more than a factor 5. 
The fact that assuming a q N ~ 28 mb gives a good fit means therefore very likely that helicity 
flip is negligible for \t\ ~ 0.3 0.4 (GeV/c)2, not only in p photoproduction, but also in pN 
elastic scattering. 
T a 1 m a n: 
I can comment only on the first point made in the question. The point in question is the 
good fit between our theory and data at large t (0.6 to 1.4 (GeV/c)2). If one wishes, one can inter­
pret the measurements in this region as a measurement of the angular distribution of p°-nucleon 
scattering. The result, as Bertocchi pointed out, is excellent agreement with the p° photopro­
duction angular distribution. I would like to add that this also gives excellent agreement with 
the quark model prediction for p^ scattering, as described in previous publications of the Rit-
son group. 
S a 1 v i n i: 
In the experiment y + C 4K + C that you mentioned last, the comparison is made 
with one of the Frascati experiments. The comparison is very good: this is one indication perhaps 
that the multiple production observed at Frascati is not due to the decay of rj ' , as could be sug­
gested by the Brodsky — Kinoshita (e+ + er- -> e+ -f- e~~ + tj') effect. So far my question is: 
how sure they are, with the streamer chamber experiment, that in the reaction 
y + C -> C + 4JT there are 4 charged pions, and nothing else? 
M e y e r ; 
In the coherent 4n events observed in the streamer chamber: 
there are no additional jt produced; 
they are most probably it; 
the final state is mostly pjwt. 
B i n g h a m : 
I have 2 comments: first — you said the bubble chamber total hadronic cross section values 
are low. Our values (SLAC — Berkeley — Tufts 82" HBG Laser Beam) at 2.8 and 4.7 GeV 
are in good agreement with subsequent Santa Barbara, D E S Y , SLAC, etc. results. 
Secondly — we also have observed an indication of pco interference in yp -> pn+TV 
(i. e. from hydrogen, not Be or C), at 2.8 and 4.8 GeV. Our values for the magnitude (/ cos P = 
= 2.6 ± 1 . 0 MeV) and phase (P ~ —9° relative to the p decay phase at Moy) are in good agree­
ment with the DESY and Nina results. 
K h a r i t o n o v : 
We have started to study photoproduction of charged p-mesons on hydrogen and complex 
nuclei. We now have some preliminary results for carbon and (more preliminary) for aluminum. 
The results show — 2|n& per nucleus for each with 4 GeV yys. Within the limits of statistics 
( ~ 1 0 ™ 1 5 % for C, 15 - r 25% for Al), the cross sections for C and for Al are the same, and there 
may be a difference for p + and for p—, being ~ 30% lower for p + which may indicate the presence 
of an isovector part of the photoproduction amplitude. There are also some data on angular and 
^-distributions. The results on p-charged photoproduction may throw some light concerning 
Ross — Stodolsky and Sôding — Kramer — Uretsky models of the p-meson-mass-spectrum 
shape. Our work is in progress. 
G e r a s i m o v : 
I would like to ask a question and to make a short comment. 
The Notre Dame University Group suggested previously that some admixture of the pion-
pion J-wave in the reaction jiiV ~> 2nN may be present, and than when it is taken into account 
it improves the VDM prediction for the pion production by linearly polarized photons. Now, as 
we heard from the report the SLAC Group claimes no evidence for the d-wave. So, how definite 
and unambiguous is their conclusion? Do they apply the same type of data analysis as the Notre 
Dame Group did? 
It appears rather striking that the VDM fails in this particular type of reaction and never­
theless describes properly some other features of the unpolarized cross section: the forward peak, 
the slope of the differential cross section, dip in the yp -» n°p, etc. 
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A. S. G o 1 d h a b e r: 
Is there a discrepancy still between DESY and Daresbury data on e+er- photoproduetion 
in nuclei as far as the relative phase of p and co production is concerned? 
Comment: there is not a serious descrepancy between simple theory and the Orsay data on 
pco interference. This has been pointed out by many people, including Sachs and Willemson. 
The discrepancy is between one and two standard deviations depending on how small ef­
fects are estimated. One reason many people have thought it was larger is that the sign convention 
for the phase used in the Orsay paper is opposite to the usual sign. 
G a b a t h u l e r : 
The phase of the overall p and to two pion final states, as measured at Daresbury and 
DESY, are in agreement. However if you take the phase of the production amplitudes as given 
by the electron pair experiments, then allowing for second order mass mixing terms, the results 
will be different for the phase of the <o -> 2n since the measured phases in the electron pair expe­
riments are different. 
C a l d w e l l : 
In agreement with Griegee, I do not think the disagreement of proton Compton scattering 
and total cross sections with vector meson dominance should be swept under the rug. Both the 
comparison of the proton total cross section and proton forward p photoproduetion, as well as 
the A -dependence of the total cross section give low values for the yp coupling constant. You 
showed the DESY A-dependence, along with a few old Santa Barbara points, but if one uses 
the much more extensive complex-nuclei data we submitted to this conference, this disagreement 
is clearly demonstrated. 
M e y e r : 
The coupling constant 7 p /4JX just cancels in analysing O t 0 t 
R o o s: 
This is in answer to a question by Ting earlier in this session. There is a reason why the 
cp -> 2n decay should be much less important than the co 2n decay, namely the near degene­
racy between the co and p masses. This makes co and cp quite different. In fact, the reason for 
seeing an co -> 2n decay in the first place is that the mass degeneracy enhances it, as pointed 
out by Glashow in 1962 in the first paper on interference. 
T i n g : 
I would like to point out that the different results in p co interference in e+e~~ final states 
from my group at DESY and the Daresbury group may most likely be due to a systematic error 
in one of the experiments. 
H. L y n c h : 
Remark in answer to question on need of D-wave for p data, We divided the data into a 
20 x 20 matrix for 8 and <P and calculated chi-squared of fit for each value of 0 with respect 
to CP distribution; likewise for each <D with respect to 6. The confidence levels are reasonable 
f o r _ O . 8 < cos 6 < 0.8 and 0 < O < 2n. 
S a k u r a i: 
I also have a comment on the slide showing comparison between the Frascati cross section 
and the mass distribution seen in the DESY ^streamer chamber experiment. First, it is not so 
clear to me whether we should compare the mass distribution with the colliding beam cross section 
or with s times the colliding beam cross section. There is a factor of seven already. 
Second, it is not conclusively established that the four pion bump seen in the DESY experi­
ment is produced coherently or diffractively. 
I also have a general remark. One should not take too seriously a 30% discrepancy in the p 
meson coupling constant. After all, the Goldberger — Treiman relation is off by 15 to 20% (in 
the squared coupling constant), and there the extrapolation distance is shorter by more than 
an order of magnitude. 
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